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ABSTRACT. 

Pressure on tourist facil i ties at Mt. Cook has 

forced development on to the recently active Black 

Birch fan surface. The 479ha catchment behind the 

fan contributes sediment to the fan along a steep 

stream channel. Climatic conditions are severe; vege

tation and soils reflect this. The area is within 

the Torlesse Group of rocl{s and consists of interbedded 

graywacke and argillite with a fault-bounded schist 

block. Structural features trend north··south. P1eis~ 

tocene glaciations bet'.'"een 5,120 and 530 yef.:>..rs B. P. 

depos itecl 150m of outwash rna tC1}".ial in the catchment 

which has since been dissected. Extensive areas of 

scree are present. 

Tractive-force studies on the fan indicate a 

decrease in energy down-fan. ty'he progress ive c:ce8De 

in stream s(:;,c1iment siz.e downstream indi.cates an oVt:r~ 

supply of sediment to the uppE~r rea.ches o:f the stream. 

Hypsometric analys shows that 50% of the area is 

below 40% of the total relief'. Avora.{!,c catchmE:nt 

have been calculated at 38°. AvaJ.~...nchcs descend the 

strerJt1 ch~~nnel in win"i:;E:r. 

The conc~::pt of ologicRl 

geologic81 :t:'isks to the are identified. Earth-

quake ri is clG:cf::;sified in a regio.nal context, but 

1 i ttl c cont(~mporar:y evidence fnrpports the. high ril:;lk 

classification. Flood risk is discussed in detail; 

approxima ons of stream d charge fend. chann.el capa-

opes 



city are ca~culated using empirical formulae and the 

stabili ty of the mater'ials in the channel to these 

flows is cal culated. Damage t.o the channel from a 

discharge with a return period of four years is sug

gested but because of the number of assumptions in the 

calculations a significantly greater discharge will 

probabl y be required to flood the fan. In social and 

economic terms the geological risks are probably accep

table. Continued necessary channel maintenance will 

be detriment8~ to the environment. 



1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

In New Zealcmd, 8.S in other countries, it is 

inevi table that buildings in an alpine environment 

are at a higher risk than buildirlgs in most lowland 

areas. The risk is from the natural environment, and 

the reason is the great tempo and severity of the 

processes within the environm'3nt. The Black Birch 

fan, within the NIt. Cook National Park, is in an area 

where the alpine environment is pe:chaps at its harshest. 

The purpof:;o of this study is to assess the 010gical 

risks to buildings and other structures on the Black 

Birch fan, and not to condemn or support the use of 

the fan as a site for buil dings BIld othtH' structures. 

The aBsessment of risk to the buildings struc~ 

-'cures necessari.1y requi.res two steps: the ~mvironm(mt 

has to bo studied and de:.:~cribed, and the risk then has 

to be assessed into account knowledge of the 

environment. 

EssentiaJ.lY the stu.dy of the goolog;).cal ~~nvircnnwnt 

1 

and the effect it has on the buildlngs and oth.er enginecr-

ing structun::8 falls in the realm of engineering 01 

However the te:nn engine ologyif:.: often otrictly 

appJ.. led to the '·.rery C10S0 

such as those in this study, are oftml covered by the 

term "environmentstl 



that the environment is of more importance than the 

structures. The environment has therefore been studied 

in detail and this has resul ted in the addition of 

some new information on small mountain catchments, 

on the formation and present structure of alluvial 

fans f and on glacial deposits within the Mt. Cook 

National Park. 

Apart from solving the primary objective of asses

sing risk, the study has the intention of demonstrating 

the practi i ty and u8efuln(~ss of a number of methods 

of study, fo:c example the quantitative study of fan 

deposits and slopes, and empirical methods of flood 

estimation. 

During the course of the study, several features 

that could warrant further work, especially with empha-

sis on NeVI Zealand conditions, became apparentt for 

example, the vertical variation in climate, the action 

of avalanches as geomorphic processes, methods of quan~ 

ti.tatively describing glacial. and strearn deposi ,and 

finally, the detailed nature of the greyvV8.cke and schist 

structures. 

1 .2 LOCATION AND IiCORPHOLOGY. 

The Black Birch study al"ea consists of a sT'lall 

catchment (4'19118.) and f;:.\Yl loc;a'CGd to the south of the 

present Mt. Cook viII 
; 

in tho Iv'It. Cook National Park. 

(figs 1 & 2). Black Birch stream trends east-west 

from the of the fan 75'5m elevation to the S y 

2 
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Fig.l Location of the Black Birch study area. 

do rived from air photogr;!.phs., 



Fig. 2 Black Birch catchment and fan from the slopes 

of the Mt. Cook range. In the foreground the 

Hool{er Valley with the Black Birch fan and the 

Hermitage. Mt. Sebastopol is the dark peak on 

the left, Mt. Annette is in the centre d 

tance, and Mt. Kitchener is to the right. 

Great Groove faul t can be seen above and 

to the left of the fan apex. 

The 

ightly 



!~ 
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Range, where Mt. Annette (2230m), Mt. Ki tehener (2002rn) 

and the Waihi Pass (1941m) form the western boundary of 

the catchment. A ridge between Mt. Sebastopol (ll~62 m) 

and Mt. Annette forms the southern boundary of the 

catchment, and a ridge from Mt. Kitohenor to the Hermitage 

forms the northern boundary. 

The catchment slopes are steep, with large areas 

of bare rock an.d scree at high Ctltitudes, while at 

lower altitudes moraine deposits and debris from the 

slopes are less steep,· deeply-·gullied g and covered 

wi th vegetation. Ephemera]. streams at high al ti tudes 

coalesce to fonn a permanently flowing stl~earl1 in the 

valley floor. 

There is a steep-sided gorge above the apex of 

the fan where the stream 1 eaves the vall ey. In the 

past, the stream used to :flow out over. the fan, but 

Vlork.s carried out since 1966 have channelled the stream 

along the southGrn boundary of the fan. 

A conoid fan-surface has its apex at the lower 

end of t:lH~ gorgo c. To the west the fan Eur'f[lce abuts 

the Glencoe fan, and to the south it exten.ds [lIong the 

base of Mt. Sebastopol. The surfa.ce of th!:! f:::U1 consists 

of old stream chrulnels, some of which are covered by 

tussock. and IOVI plants, but the maJor area ifj virtua11y 

bare • ~PhiE; ave 1 slOlX:! of the fan sU:r:'f(:~ee is about 3°. 

1.3 HISTORY OF' JJAND USE AND DEVELOPMEr~T. 

From tho earl lest Europf:t3..n. times, the potenthLl of 

the Nit. Cook region. as 



The current nature of development is the resul t of the 

development of tourism. A good summary of the history 

of tourism can be found in Pearee (1972) and a general 

summary of' the history of Mt. Cook in Wilson(1968)1 

these references form the basis of this section. 

Al thou.gh the Mt. Cook arEla was known to the early 

Maoris there was no settlement; the closest settlement, 

and not a permanent one, was at the out.let of Lake 

Pukaki. In the 1850s James Mackenzie opened the route 

from the Cantel~bury' Plains to the Mackenzie eountr'Y 

(for the purpose of sheep-stealing) and it was not 

until his capture in 1855 that the route to Mt. Cook 

became known, and permanent settlement l)egan in the 

ar(::a. 

In March 1862 Dr. Julius von Ha13.st explored the 

rr1asman and Hooker valleys in the course of' geologi.cRl 

studies. E. P. Sealy took photographs of the area in 

1867 and these photographs were 8ubseql),entl y publ ished 

ology. Von Haast 

and Seal y made further visits in 1869 and 18'10. The 

Governor of Nev~ Zealtmd, Sir George Bowen, orl a visit 

in 18'13, 8.E~k.ed for a stop to the burning of natural 

vegetation that was a common managoment practice of 

ear1y !:'un~·holderD of th(~ area. 'r'here has been no fur-

ther intentioHz.l burning since 

'11110 Hev. W. So Gre(~n first attempted to cltmb !VIt. 

Cool\: in 1882# and. fx'om that time, climbing at flIt. Cook 

beoaiae incl'easj,l:lgly pormlar. To provide for the sports~ 

man five }Iir~alayan thar were intr.oduced in 190[1" eight 

6 



chamois in 1907, and in 1909 three bharalsheep were 

released but did not survive. 

The first attempts to preserve the area for the 

public were made in 1885 when the Hoolter valley was 

designated a public reserve; two years later the Tasman 

valley was also designated a reserve. The area was 

surveyed by Brodericlc in 1890 and the first rnaps pub~ 

1 ished in 1891. 

In 1884 a hotel (the first Hermitage) was buil t 

by F. F. C. Huddlestone near Whitehorse Hill. In 1912 

a new Hermitage was started on the site of the present 

hotel. This work became more necessary when two floods 

all but destroyed the original building, in January 

and March 1913. This new Herm! tage was opened in 

January 1914. 

? 

There was a major change in the administr'ation of 

the area in 1953 when the National Parks Act was passed. 

Four reserves were combined to form the NIt. Cook Nati.onal 

Park (the tvlO previousl y mentioned pI us the Murchi.son 

and Godley reEwrves created in 191? and 1927 respec·

tively) • 

Wi th inCr08.8ing ssure on tou:r'ist accommodation 

the Mt. Cook and Southern Lakes rJ~ourist Co. I in 1954, 

made application to bu.i1.d a 60-80 bed motel on Glencoe 

fan. 'rhe 'I'ourist Departme:n:l; rejected the application 

l)Emcline the cO~1sti tution of the Mt. Cook Nation8~ Park 

Board in 195.5. The firm made no further application. 

In October ,1956 control o.f tb,!.) Hermitage WttS b·8.rl.£~~ 

ferrE~d from the Tourist Departl;,ent to th.e nf.:~wly·~formGd 



Tourist Hotel Corporation. On the 16th September, 1957, 

the Hermitage was destroyed by fire but by 30th May, 

1958, a new building was opened. This period saw an 

increase in the amount of accommodation available; 

the Youth Hostel and fifteen motel units were opened 

in 1958. In 1962 extensions to the Henni tags were 

buil t. 

Trans HoI dings Ltd. submi tted proposal s for a 214-

bed motel f chalet, and family-unit scheme in May 1965~ 

but after consideration the Park Board recommended that 

the Tour.ist Hotel Corporation be granted a 1 icence to 

build an BO-bed motel unit. This decision was not 

popular with private tour operatol"sp and in February 

1966 the Canterbury Chambers of Commerce, the"Canter

bury Progress League and the South I and Publicity 

Association urgE~d the government to increase the accom·· 

modatlon available at Mt. Cook. One suggestion was 

8 

that the Hermitage area should be lifted out of the 

National Park and be administored separately for tourism. 

In 1968 a ministerhll decision was made to provide 

sites for holiday cottages, more hotels and motelBg per

manent residences, staff housing, shops and other faci-

1 i tes on a 48ha. Ed to at Birch Hill. This decision was 

modified in favour of the Black Birch farl site; the 

focus of this study. 

In 1972 the 'l'ovrn a:fld Country Planning Divi.sion. of 

the Mini:Jtry of Works pub1 ish i3d an approved 25~year p 

$11 • .5m play! for the NIt. Cook vill (tL!~<1!~<_J~!{~L.12.72) 

featu.ring' 
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i) Th8 buil of two quality hotels. 

ii) Extension of the existing Glencoe Lodge 

and flIt. Cook motels. 

iii) Construe on of a village Ct~ntre to include 

shops, s, post office, and a tavern or 

licensed restaurant. 

iv) Provision of a day-visitor cen and rec·-

reation area, including skating 

swimming pool and parking areas. 

v) Construction a cableway to the Annette 

plateau. Th proposal has since be!3n 

aba."ldoned due to economic and technic 

problerns. 

In 1973 the [vIinister of 'll o1.1rism p:r'oposed. the con-

st,r'ue on ca.bin8 and motel accommodation and Em ei 

ion to the Hermi An Environmental I 

Report was eased in 1'/larch 1974 by the A:rchitect· s 

Division of Tourist Hotel Corporation (N.Z. r:I1IC 19?~') 

and approvaJ. was given to the proposals. 

Bu d on the fa~n is not t complete. Facil i 

pre~'18ntl y on th(~ fan, in the process of construction, or 

proposed in near future, consist staff housing, 

single men's quarters, workshops, wa torage facilities, 

ectricity, water and sewage reticulation 

8nd roading. caping is being c out. Fig. J 

shows the s construction dur October 1975. 



F 3 Buildings on the 8.01\: Birch - October 

1975. Glencoe Lodge the lar'ge build 

at the Ie ;:trJ.d ow it s·taff housing and 

motels C!f;.n se2n, The curved road marks 

po;:;;ition of th(~ eVver leading to the sew-

age ponds on the right. 
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2. CLIMATE, VEGETATION & SOILS 

2.1 CLIMATE. 

Details of the climate of thE! Black. Birch study 

area are derivE!d from records kept by the New Zealand 

Meteorological Service. The nearest weather station 

11 

is at the Hermitage (N. Z. MS no. H30,?11). These records 

give a good indication of the weather of the lower parts 

of the catchment and of the fan, but are probs.bly not 

accurate for the hi.gher altitudes. 

2.1.1 Temperatures. 

Figs. 4· i~i V ShOIN data of mean tcrnperature f mean 

daily 111aximum temperatu:ce, mean daily minimum temperature, 

and mean daily grass minimum. Readings a:ce in degrees 

Celsius. 

i) Mean telYJperature~ the values are obtained 

by averaging the mean daily minimum and 

mean de.:i.l y maximum temperatures for «8.ch 

month. 

ii) Mean daily maximunu the aver'age of the 

dail y mEtximum T'ead for each month. The 

readings are from thermometers exposed in 

screens 1.3m above a grassed surface . 
. . . ) 
l:L:L Mea.n daily minimuffl1 th::: average of the 

d 'I .. ,,,, f' 1 t' a1. y Tilln unum :reacungG: . or; eac 1 mon -!'l; The 

readings are from the stune .. ) 1.1 • 
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Fig.4 Temperatures recorded at the Hermitage weather 

station. Data supplied by the N.Z.Meteorological 
Service. 
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iv) Mean daily grass minimums the average 

of thc daily minimum readings for each 

month. Readings are from a thermometer 

exposed horizontally 2.5 em above a level 

grass surface. 

In all four figures 1 ine 1 refers to the average 

monthly reading for the period 1930-1974; line 2 refers 

to the highest monthly average on record; line 3 refers 

to the lowest monthly average on record; line 4 is the 

yearl y average. 

The average number of days each y'ear with a ground 

frost for the period 1930-1970 is 130.1. The average 

number of days each year with a frost detected by the 

screen thermometer for the period 1928 970 is 96.3. 

13 

'1'he mean daily x'ange of temperature for the period 

1930-1970 is 10.1 0 C. The greatest rrulge in daily temp

erat-ure occurs in January and Feb:cuary (11.20
) f and the 

small est range in Jul y (8.7°). 

2.1.2 Wind. 

Fig. 5 i shoVls tho ave:cage dail y wind-run in kilo

metres for the period 1928 970. The prevailing wind 

is from the north-westR often associated with rain-

stor-ms. B!?cE:luse of the mountainous 1 oca.tion, 'wind 

direction is unpredictable at low al titudes. 

2.1.3 Sunshin~. 
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For the period 1935-1970 the yearly average for 

hours of bright sll1shine was 1528, or 35% of possible 

sunshine hours. This figure may be greater on the Black 

Birch fan. and on the higher al ti tude areas of the 
\ 

catchment, because of their more exposed positions 

compared with that of the weather station. 

2.1.4 Special Phenomena. 

Fig. 5 ii shows the aVE~rage number of days each 

month that snow, thunder and hail occurred. For the 

period 1928-1970 snow fell on an average of .1 days 

each year f hail fell on an average of 1.1 days ~ and 

the average number of days with thunder was 5.8. These 

data probably do not include 8~1 occurrences during 

the hours of dar]cness. 

2.1.5 Rainfall. 

There was an average rainfall of' 4071mm each 

yem:.~ for the period 1930 970. Fig. 6 ShO""8 th.e monthl y 

average falls. High intensity rainfalls are of partiCll= 

la1' importance to this study; they generally last; from 

12 to l.i·8 hours and a1"8 associated with north·-wes-G winds. 

They are particularly common during the f-:Jumrnor months. 

2.1.6 Depth-Duration Records. 
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Fig.6 Mean monthly rainfall recorded at the Hermitage 

weather station. Data supplied by the N.Z. 

Meteorological Service. 
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The only depth-duration (intensity) reoords from 

the Mt. Cook area are maximum 24-hour rainfalls for 

each month. Incomplete records for the period 1928-

1974 were obtained from the N. Z. Meteorologieal Ser-

vice. These records can be fmalysed statistically to 

give an indication of the frequency of occurrence of 

various rainfall intensities, and this information 

consti tutes a basic input into later hydrological cal-

culations. 

The most common mE)thod of analysing depth-dura-

tion data is to assign to each depth-·duration value 

a return period (T), which is the probability of that 

depth~duration being equalled or exceeded in a speci

fied period of time. The statistical methods and the 

resul ts obtained are outl ined in appendix 1, a.nd fig. 

7 shows the resultant graph of rainfall depth against 

retu.rn period. 

2. 2 VEGE~eNrION 

Because of the large range in altitude, slope 

steepnef:W I and aspect, vegetation Dhows 8. wide rcmge 

of vertical and latex'al vc.riation. Above approximately 

IJ65m the ~lrea is almost devoid of Vi? tation except 

for 1 ic110.11.8 and ground=cover hElrbs. 1IUS~10Ch:., mountcd.l1 

are common in i3yeaE.i below 1365m and UbOVH 760m esped.~· 

all~1 on the nor-th··facing slopeB. 11hes8 ax-caB also 

1 '1 
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-contain the Mount Cook Lily (RQ!!.!:!.:nculu§....1.lG3.11J) and 

the mountain daisy (pelmisia coriacea) • 

On shadier south-facing slopes between 1365 m and 

760m beech (Nothofagus sR-), broadleaf (Griselina 

lucida), Hebe and mountain ribbonwood (gaya lyallii) 

ibm the nucleus of an alpine forest community. 

Below 760rn the vegetation is dependent on the age 

of the land surfaces; the older, more stable areas, 

are characterised by tussoclcs I browntop and other 

introduced grasses, and matagouri (Discaria toumatou). 

The younger areas al~e characterised by tussock, brown

top and low shrubs. RGcentl y·~active areas may be com~ 

pletely bare or have a variety of mosses, lichens and 

some low herbaceous plants. 

There are -I:;wo areas of specialised bog communities 
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arouJld the mountain tarns on. the slopes of l'vit. Sebastopol. 

Changes in vegetation composition and type may 

havo occurred in the Black Birch catchment over the 

past few hundr(~d years and II101'C- ec~peciallY' since Eu~copean 

discoverIes of beech and podocarp charcoal on the v!(~stern 

shores of Lake-: Pukald. and attribute these to f' s in the 

pre-·Europet:m er.a. Burnt stumps, probably of beech, were 

found above a small stand of ex ting beech near Sm',1yers 

t " s rcnm o,u.rlng the CQurse of field work BnQ, these cottld be 

attributed to burning by the early runholcl.oY.'s of the area, 

An 13.1'0(1 of fallen and bU.rnt tree tr.'unks waB found in the 

BlacL ". [:cell. catchment Etnd on the south side of' the catch·~ 

ment ~i.n cU'€la wi th a chareoal 1. ayer 8 Oem below the 
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suriace was discovered. This was previously un1mO\\-11, 

al though a charcoal layer under Governords Bush slightly 

to the west has been studi 

The catchment may have bean by sheep until 

fairly recently al though no rec COl-lId be fOllJ"1d 

to determine when this ended. V tation modification 

would have followed the introduc on of thar to the 

area in 1904 and chamois in 190'7. Loc residents 

re that a herd of thar' lived in the catchment 

unt a few year:3 ago. Hal.~es are s i common 

in area. 

:3 to the \regetation in the s mn ehanne1 

and on the fan :3ul~f8.ce can b(~ seen. y 

the area, and in most cases arf3 

that V8 tion has been removed or d (fig. 8) 

loads and higher ood flows as a 

to vegetation in thf~ catchm'.::mt mcl.y be 

the cause this apparen·t reduction in ve on on 

s 

ly orl y cleveloped. and are 

over collu deposits within the catchmant1 

and OYer the Hooke:c valley. 'The 

of schist in the its appears to have no 

significant e ct on soil opment or type. 



F . 8 Black Birch c. 1927-2E1. Changes in the 

dL:;'crilmtion of vegetation can be seen by 

conrp::l,ri[~on 'I'Ji th " . 
:t.lg. 1 L~,. Photogr~1ph by COU.I'-

tcsy of f';1t. Cook Nati P8xlc Board. 





Three soil types were observed in the field, and 

these correlate wi.th the three al ti tudinal zones of 

vegetation mentioned above, and with those mentioned 

in the N!_~. ~oil Bureau Bu~letin lio. 27 {12§§l. Above 

1365m the soils are described as "Alpine Steepla"'1d 
J 

Soils, reference no. 100, Alpine Steepland Soils"; 

between 1365m and 760m as "Upland and High Country 

Podzol ised Yellow-Brown Earths and Pod,jols, roference 

no. 65, IJewis Steepland Soils"; below 760m, as "Recent 

Soils, 1"e renee no. 99, Tasman Soils", Representative 

profiles for the LE'Mis and Tasman soils are shown in 

graI)hic form in fig. 9. In general thE:se profiles 

agree Wi~l field observations. 

The IJewis soils are partieularly SUBcGptible to 

erosion especially if the vege-tation is removed ox' 

damaged; this erosion is th?j resul t of the combined 

forces of overland flow, needle ice and probabl::'T to 

some extent wind erosion. 

22 
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Fig.9 Graphic soil profiles of the Lewis and Tasman 

soils. Derived from the N.Z. Soil Bureau 1968. 

LEWIS. 

~O'" .. , 

$b 
RD. ~d 
D':' 
· . 
D' · .. !li 

TASMAN. 

· . ' 

O.6cm Loose discontinuous surface litter. 

2.5cm Very dark brown granular peaty-loam; 
spongy. 

7.5cm Pale grey-brown crumb/single grain 
stony silty-loam; friable. 

23cmBrown-yellow mottled red-brown 
nutty silty loam with stones; 

firm .. 

20cm 

23cm 

Fragmented greywacke in yellow-brown 
matrix 

Very dark brown granular/crumb 
silty loam; very friable. 

Sand and gravel with dark brown 
staining; loose .. 

Dark brown structureless loamy-silt 
merging to loose sandy gravel. 



3. GEOLOGY. 

3.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY. 

The Black Birch study area is within the Torlesse 

Group of grey>Nackes, argillites and their metamorphic 

equivalents, which are believed to have been laid down 

in Permian to Jurassic times. These are metamorphosed 

to the preh¢nite-pumpellyite facies and are assumed 
/ -; 
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to grade down into low-temperature-high--pressure schists. 

The ~~orlesse Group rocks are thought to have been deposi

ted as turbidites within a geosyncline; field indications 

of the interbedded greywackes and argiLlites tend to 

support the turbidite origin, though no definitive 

studies have been carried out in the immed area. 

Fossil localitites have been reported in the larger 

region (L~Jl~ and Gunn 126h , ~nn)b(~).1211C\. W1!!.rI9D_J.2£,2) 

but none have been fOl.md in the Black Birch catehment. 

During the later stages of geosync11n2.1 depoE' i tion 

and following the apparent conel usion of depor·d tion in 

the Jurassic, tectonic movement on a 1 scale occul"red; 

this is knovm as the Rangitata Orogeny. In the NIt. Cook 

region the orogeny wa.s responsible for the major faul ts 

and folds in 
;;'{ 

uding the Alpine FauJ.t, ~nld uplift of the 
II' tI (p I' 

New Zealand land surface in general. MovEnneni;i~ asso0iatocl 

with the orogeny are bel ieved to have (~nded in tho middl e 

Cretaceous. 

A period of tecton.ic stability and. apPf:.u:ent pent~

planation followed until the KaH::oul'8. Oi:'ogeny of IVlioGE.m(::= 
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Recent age resul ted in upl ift, and probably mOl~e faul ting 

and folding, in the Mt. Cook region. This movement 

probably continues today. During the period of the 

orogeny the area has been subjected to glaciation so 

that the present day landscape reflects the complex 

structure followed by modification by glaciation. 

Much has been written about the geology of the 

Mt. Cook area; a bibliography is included in the appen

dices and also a bibl iography of the glacial. history 

of the area. 

3.2 GEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA. 

3.2.1 Structure. 

A comprehensive outl inc of the structure of "che 

Black Birch s-Gudy area is contained ~n a paper by I.;il) ~~ 

and GU.ill! (19~~!.!l. This paper serves as thc basis for 

this section, supplemented by field study and aiI' photo 

lnterpretation. Map 2 Dhow:::.; em outline of the 

of the study area. 

ology 

The major structural features trend north-south, 

the most out:standing feature being the Gl~eat Groove faul t 

which divides the cCl.tchment area in two. Iro the cast of 

this line there is foldod f(,IUl d gr'oywGcke f whilc 

to the west there is n more complex structure of scld.sts 

and gl."'eywacke ~ 

Interbedded ywacke wld argillite to the east of 

the Great Groove fault strike at approx 



and generall y d steepl y. Observatiol1S of 

direction and dip d ction su st an anticline with 

the fold ax runnlng through l\1t. Sebastopol. From 

the Mt. Sebastopol anticl towards the Great Groove 

faul t Lill ie and Gunn (19641 suggest several faul 

parallel to bedding another anticline with a limb 

abutting the Great Groove faul t. 

East of Nit. Sebastopol a faul t runs north-south 

and causes a change bedding strike. Th faul twas 

2rvc:;d in one place to he ax) intensely fractured and 
/i 
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crushed zone of considerable width. I continuation lS 

inferred the change in slope and the change in 

s e of the bedding, it appears to cross the Black 

Birch stream at the ups opening the gorge. 

The at Groove fault s • . 1 S apprOXlma~e_y no 

south and d ste2ply to the west. From aix,' photos. 

and in the fiel d, it cem seen cl e y from a dis-

tance 0" . 10). I ts exposure the Bl Birch 8 am 

bed shows as a zone fractured argillite, intensely 

veined with quartz, releas quanti s of wa , and 

in places stained with iron OJ': es. Noone plcrrH~ of 

movelw~n t can defined. On the ridges to both Anne e 

and K i tchen('~r the faul t causes col s offse 

ridge lnes. The s am channel lS also offset. 

West of i;he G re t schist is found. 

Near the faul t zone the:; 8 t is en In col OCl.)::', 

cleavage is parall to bedding, and mineral s tion 

. 1 . . !-ln paces lS qUl~e clear. Further west the schist shows 

fewer characte stic structures, but Lillie, Gunn and. 

Robinson (195.7) s that schistocit.y increases tow8.rds 



Fig. 10 The Great Groove t on the south side of 

the Black Birch c The faul t 1 ine 

runs from the ground to the left 

oacltgrOUJlCl ;; i(1;:;s are formed 

al ong the faul t 1 YW<3.Gice and argil-

lite to the left the t, schist to the 

right. 
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the second major faul t, the Green Rock faul t, in the 

following way; 

i) Sub-schists with lineation down dip. 

ii) Sheared hard siliceous SID1dstone. 

iii) Purple shales. 

iv) Hard green rock in lenses (up to 1m thick). 

v) Purple sheared rocks with green streaks. 

vi) Massive siliceous sandstone with thin 

layers of phyllite and quartz veins. 

The Green Rock faul t is reported by 1i11 ie and 

Gunn (196 Zn to be parall el to bedding, and 1 ike the 

Great Groov8 fault, it is a zone of movement ruther 

than a single plane of movement. The;; Green Roc1{ faul t 

zone abuts the eastern overturned 1 imb of the K.i tchener 

antic1 ine. The K itchener anticl ine trends north-south 

and plunges to the north at about 30°, 1'he eastern 

1 imb is overturned to dip 700 -80° to the west, and 

the axis of the an tic1 ine runs sl ightl y to the west 

of the western boundary of the Blac:k Birch catchIflent. 

3.2.2 Lithology. 

Grey"vac1ce is a common term used to define the 

Beds of this material are interbeddEld with 1i te~ 

which L3 the sil tstone equival ent to the g:c("YNaeke. 

In gene the argill i t(:l bocl~3 are tIl inner (a :few ccnti-

metres) thal1 the ywacke beds (up to seV8 )i)'-' tre ,.) . 
OK ~, ~ 'i...,) t 

cons e variation oeem:'::;. Th(~ intc):'bedded grey--
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wackes and arg1.lli tes are strongly indurated and jointed. 

Some sedimentary structures occu.r in the greyv.Jacke, 

especially graded bedding. 

According to Lill ie and G':!,.I}n (12.6lt} upetrographically 

the greywackes belong to the prehni te -pmnpell yi te mineral 

facies described by Coombs (19621." They note that 

while the majority of the greywackes were characterised 

by unal tered potash fel dspar, towards the Great Groove 

and the Green Rock Faul t zones, the potash becomes 

serici tised and accompanies the appeal~ance of some 

schistose structures. 

'f The schists appear to be tIle metamorphic equivalents . 

of the gre~rv"acl{es. They are generall y 01 assifi cd as 

belonging to the chl ori te 2 and in pI aces the chI or1. to 

3 8ubzones. Lillie a!)d G~nll.i19641 clcu:Jsify the rocks 

to the east of the Green Rock fa~.t zone as greenschists l 

and suggest that these are probably layers of al tereel 

basic tuffs wi thin the 'l'orlesse Group of rocks. 

3.3 GLACIAL GEOLOGY. 

3.).1 Glaeial History. 

Present day glaciers in the Mt. Cook area are the 

mo::,t obvious indicators of past glacial action. Pleisto·· 

eene 8.(: rs caused the excavation of the major ,ralley 

systems in the arG8. 9 and periodic advance<:l and retreats 

have deposited a variety of forms of moraine within these 

vaJ.l eys. 
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The Hooker valley, in which the Black Birch fan has 

been formed, i f~ a typical "U" shaped valley, partially 

filled with outwash, so that in its present/form it is 

a steep sided trench with a flat bottom. The Tasman 

valley also has this form. 

Wi thin the Hooker valley t the general absence of 

lateral moraines on the sides of the valleys makes the 

earlier glacial history hard to interpret. Discontinuous 

terrace deposits do occur on the southern slopes of 

Mt. Wakefiel d and one of these terraces has a level 

closely equivalent to the level on the top of the 

Sebastopol buttress. These terraces have depressions 

on the top surface which may from time to time hold 

water. The terraces are indicative of several glacial 

advances ::md retreats, although the relative ages of 

these are not known. Terminal moraines to the Vlest of 

Black Birch stream give an indication of acial history 

in more recent times. The oldest moraine in the White

horse hill area has been dated at 530 years B. P. by 

~~9 ansL I.§;'\yIJ2Dc ~.J.L2.£2h 

Gair (1~e21J. mentions two ,dates for the moraines in 

the 'rasman velle:{ to the south of the Hooltcr valley 

junction 8.S 5.120 rrnd 8. 11-60 years B. P. These two dates 

are from moraines of the Birch Hill Formation named by 

~. __ UJ671 (the first te is fI'om the type area, 

and the second from the Macaulay river behind Lake 

Tekapo). In general the extent of this formation agrees 

with the Birch Hill Landform Association of 
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Speight (1261) defines the Birch Hill La.'1dform Associ-

ation as tht~ area sou.th of lIa moraine-strewn shoulder 

at 4,000ft on Mt. Sebastopol. tI 
• • • 

The Birch Hill Formation :cesul ted from the last 

maj or advance of the Te.sman gl acier past the junction 

with the Hooker valley, and it may therefore be inferred 

that glacier ice filled the Tasman valley and probably 
< I;! . /.' , (!/ 

the Hooker valley until at least 5.120 years B. P. 

While few glacial deposition features are found 

on the wall s of the Hooker vall ey; c1eposi ts of fluvio-

glacial materials with a vertical thickness of at least 

150 m are found in the Black Birch stream catchment. 

The time interval betvveen the deposition of the 

Birch Hill Formation and the present is 5,120 years;/ , 

thus, within this maximum limit, features such as the 

downeu.tting of 150m of glacial deposits and the fonna-

tion of the Bl ack Birch f~'1 occurred. The same period 

of time may represent thE! maximum time taken for t;he 

Great Groove faul t to offset the stream and the ridges 

within the Black Birch catchment. 

3.3.2 Glacial deposits. 

Extensive stratified deposits of glacial or pro·-

glacial origin occur within the Black Birch catchment t 

in particul ar on the sou th side (fig. 11). A 81 ight 

break in slope and a change in the nature of erosion 

features are the best indicators of the extent of these 

deposi ts. This material is probably the northel'Yl exten-



Fig. 11 Glac deposits on the south side of the 

catchment, Black Birch stream in the right 

foreground. The horizontal line about two

thirds up the photograph marks the boundary 

tween coLL uvillm (top) and the acial 

deposi (bottom). A d tinct change J.n 

1 andt'orm cd ong the boundary can be seen. 

II -shaped landsl ide above the boundary 

is a d s a "fal anche. 
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sion of material associ with the Birch H 1 Landform 

Association of Speight (196) and of the Birch Hill 

Formation of McGregor (196--'21; however in nei th'~r paper 

was the material in tributary valleys to the north &'1d 

west of Mt. Sebastopol examined or described. 

Speight (1963) def moraines of his landform 

assoc on as having an elevation of 1.:-,OOOft (1, 213m) 

on the shoulder of Mt. Sebastopol; that is in th!3 area 

of the tarns above the Sebastopol buttress. The e-

va tion of the gl acial (h~posi thl'; Black Birch 

catchment is, however, abou.t 1,060m and the deposi 

are more or less continuous in level on the south s 

of the catchment (this level is fined -by the Red 

La1<;:es) • cause of the difference in elevation between 

th~~ two 

probabl y the outwash of a v;:;lll ey acier that at some 

earl iEeH' time contrib:..J.t;~d to the on of the 

at the 1 t 213m level. 

The thl3 particles with the deposits 

suggests the livio acial nattlre of deposits, 

because of the cons tent rounding of the larger parti

cles and the lack of striations on the surfaces. 

These features di rentiate be-VN88l'l outl'fash gravels 

88 

and deposits similar morphology call "kame terraces". 

Although the its are strati d , stratifi-

cation is not continuous or systematic; lateral variations 

of particle-size degree of sorting are as frequent 

as vertical variations (fig. 12) Layers clean sands 

showing ,a"raded beddina- contrast with denosi 
~ 0- 0 £ best 



Fig. 12 i) Glaci deposits on the south side of the 

\ ' 

\ ' \' . 
,1 ' 

catchmant along a tributary stream. The sec-

tion is 15··20m thick. Sub orizontal strati·· 

fication and poorly-sort/3d deposits can be 

seen. 

ii) Detail of' glacicLL deposits. ~rhe range 

particle"sizes and slight rouDcling of the par-

ti es is shown. The 1 r particles have 

longest axes of about 1m. 



., r, 
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described by the now obsolete term IIboulder clayll 

(deposits of boulders in a stiff clay matrix) and layers 

showing a complete size~range of unsorted particles. 

Wi thin the deposits erratic blocks, several metres in 

diameter are found, but most of the boulders have dia

meters of less than 2m. These boulders are of both 

greywacke and schist with greywacke predominating and 

most show some degree of rounding, so that most are 

at least sub-angular. In the boulder-to-sand fraction, 

and the sand fraction itself~ there is also a variety 

of lithology and rounding, but this size range is in 

general more rounded than the boul der fraction. 

Below the sand-sizes therE) is apparentl y Gl. pre~ 

dominance of si1 t which gives the material a low p1ns

tici ty. Four samp1 es from different 1 evel s in the de

posi ts were collected and matorial smaller than I~i 

(o.06251mn) was sieved out and dried. Simple soi1s·~ 

engineering tests of dilatancy, "toughness, dry st:l'.'ength, 

and shine were carried out. All four samples gave 

similar results. The results of the t8Sts were: 

i) Dilatancy. A measure of the mobility 

of the pore water; the reaction of the 

samples was quick, indi.cating high mobi

lity' and therefore the p:cesence of low 

pI as tic i ty s i1 ts and 01 ays • 

ii) Toughness. A measure of the consistency 

near the. plar;tic 1 imi tithe reaction 

of the samples was slight, indicating 

that there is no signif'ici:~nt cl,ny mineral 

content. 



iii) Dry strength. A measure of the plasticity 

of the sample and, as a consequence, the 

clay mineral content; the samples gave a 

slight-to-medium reaction indicating low 

plastici ty. 

i v) Shine. A measure of the plasticity and 

sil t or clay mineral content; samples had 

a dull shine indicating low plasticity 

and the presence of silt or non-plastic 

clays. 

As a mass the deposits appeared grey on the surface 

and also appeared to be unconsolidated; this is due to 

the presence of mainly greywacke pal",ticles adhering to 

the weathered surface. When the weathering layer vIas 

removed the deposits appeared as a yellow, highly com

pact mass. To extract samples, it was necessary to 

use the pick of a geological hammer to loosen the 

material, some force being required to make an impression. 

Except for layers or lenses of sand the materia1 was 

water~saturated, and the matrix rapidly bccar!1e "quick" 

in disturbed samples. In one place a emerges 

from a steep gully face and this "'/ould to be 

the rcsw. t of a sand layer aetine; as a f11 r· .. bed for 

the surrounding mate 

Several f:lOUrCes report that sil t matorial i.s sus~ 

cepti bl e to fros t-heave, and th.{:l deposits in the HI ack 

Birch catchment are no exception. Needle ce developed 

afte:t~ quite light fro:::; I the erosive effect of this 



process is probably enhanced by subsequent wind action 

which removes the material loosened by the ice. 
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The deposits are in general fresh and, when washed, 

the larger greywacke particles show few signs of staining 

or chemical weathering. The schist particles tend to 

fracture readily along planes of weakness 8rld also have 

a whi to colour as a resul t of chemical weathering of 

the micas along the cleavage planes. 

In terms of the N. Z. Geological Survey Soils 

Classification Chart the material is a coarse-grained 

soil containing more than 50% of particles larger than 

200 mesh B. S. sieve (0.074mm), and more than 50% of 

the coarse fraction is larger than 2mm. '1111e gravels 

are dil~"ty, containing appreciable amounts of non··plastic 

fines. The group symbol is "GWl and the group name is 

"Gravel, excess silty fines". Because of the size of 

the 1 st particle representative sampling was impos-

sible and consequently no grain size curve is possible. 

3.4 SCREES. 

Screes cover large areas of the higher parts of 

the catchment but they are not well developed on the 

areas of schist. Surface slopes of 30°"350 are common. 

The mC1.terial shows a variation in size from place to 

place on a scree in both vertical and lat8rsJ. d 
, . 

O-Clons. 

In the vertical directlon the I)articles aro larger 

near 'the base of the scree due to the greater momentum 

of the 1 arger par.tiel es when in motion. In the lateral 
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direction the size vari on appears to be 

related to the intensity of jointing In the rock sup-

pI ying the mate al to the section of the scree. 

In general the particles are larger than 2cm in 

diameter except within a few metres of the source rocks 

. 13). On lower reaches of the screes fines are 

uncommon. Sphericity (a measure of the relative lengths 

of the three main a,.'Ces) is also variable depending on 

the intensity of jointing in the source roc};:s; in 

general the particles have a compact to elongate form. 

Roundness (the curvature of the sharpest corner) is 

low) al though corners do tend to be W0I11 due to impac 

I 

during movement and sl ight amounts chemical weathering. 

th active and inactive screes are present within 

the catchment; the ac vity can be judged from the 

quantity vegetation, both of high~~r pI and of 

lichens on the screes. Scree activity may associated 

with avalanches, since in winter it was noted that ava-

lanches frequently develop in the rocks above a scree 

and rminate near the base of the scree slope, 

(1969) sugges this mechanism for scree development 

in the Two Thumb Range in the Rangi ta to. headwaters. 

3.5 THE BLACK RCH FAN 

A choice of two methods of study of the fan was 

available. A study of the sediment size, shape and 

sorting by methods commonly used by sedimentologists 

would describe the sedimentary environment and the 

I 

(, 



Fig, 13 i) Scree posi below Mt. Sebastopol. An 

area of disturbed scree to the left probably 

mar'ks the te 

ii) Detail of Gcree 

fines and 

noticeable. The 

a recent avalanche. 

The lack of 

the particles is 

r is 6cm x 6 cm. 





variations within that environment. A method of study 

that gives information on the dynamics of formation 

is more applicable, and of greater consequence to engi

neering works on the fan. 

3.5.1 Tractive-Force Studies. 

A) Theory. A study of the dynamics of processes 

on a fan-surface was made by The theory 

and method used in this study is based on hls paper. 

The size of sediment found on the fan··surface is 

related to the competence of the transporting medium 

and to the nature of the source area supplying the 

materials to this medium. The competence of a stream 

is defined as "the maximum size of particles of given 

specific gravity, which at a given ocity, the stream 

will move" (American Geological Inst~.£. Glo~~L.2f 

Geology and Re.:;lated Sciences). 

If all the particles in a stream have an identical 

specific gravity and the veloel t~{ of flow of the stream 

is constant, then the sizes of the, particles that can 

be transported depends on the depth of flow. I f the 

specific gravity of the particles is constant then the 

competency is a function of the v{;l oci ,ty and depth of 

fl ow. {rhe shear force exerted on the up:,oer 1 ayer of 

the bed oad is therefore dependent on thG v,ElI oei ty 

and depth of flow. The shGar force is c8l1 ed the 

tr,wtiv0-forcG. 
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In an existing stream the depth of flow and the 

velocity can be measured, but on a fan surface only 

the deposits resul ting from a flow can be observed, 

and from these the velocity and depth of flow must 

be cal cuI a ted. 

If the assumption is made that particles will 

not move unless they are totally covered by water, 

and that in the source area there is a range of par

ticle sizes so that the largest parti es found on the 

fan surface are the maximum transportable size under 

the particu~ ar flow condi tions, then the siz,e of the 

particles bears some relation to the depth of flow. 

Since it is unlikely that particles will move with 

their longest axis in a vertic9~ plane, and that it 

is likely that they will move with the~r intermediate 

or shortest axis i.n that plane, then the depth of 

watel.~ can be represented by the interm(;diate axis 

length of the largest particles on the fan surface. 

The velocity of flow is controlled by the ci~ 

fic weight of water and the gradient of the water sur~ 

face. The spec c weight can be defined by the 

following equation~ 

y :::: pg 

Where y -- specific weight of water. 

p :: density of water. 

g _. gravi ts:t;i ac: c (';1 oration. 

The gl.'avi tational aeceleration is de110ndent on 

the gradicm t through which 1 t acts; that i s approxi~ 
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mately the gradient of the water surface. If it is 

assumed that for each flood event the temperature of 

the water and quantity of suspended sediment remains 

constru1t (i. e. the density remains constant) then 

the parameter controlling velocity is the gravitationa1 

acceleration, and. that, by definition is dependent 

on the 810pe of the water surface. 'l'he slope of the 

bed is a close approximation of the slope of the water 

surface I therefore the velocity of flow is proportionaJ. 

to the slope of the bed. 

In summary' 

where 

JI' = yclq 

"r = tractive -force. 

y = specific weight of water. 

d = depth of flow. 
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S - slope of the energy gradient (approxi

mately the slope of the water surface). 

But if the density of the transporting medium is assumed 

to be constant thenl 

VI' 0<.. dS 

and d 0( length of the intermediate axes of 

the largest particles found on the 

fan surface. 

S « 810pe of the stream bed on the fan·· 

surface. 

The varying energy conditions represented on the 

fan-surface are computed us i.ng val UE!t1 of dS which give 



resul ts proportional in some way to the tractiv8-

force. 
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B) Field Methods. Sampling of the largest particles 

and slopes on the fan surface could have been carried 

out in a number of ways, but the most convenient method 

was al ong levelled traverses; this enabled the positions 

to be identified on maps of the fan. The traverses 

Were levelled from features that could easily be identi

fied on the maps. Care was taken to avoid areas of 

disturbed ground. 

Four traverses were laid out at approximate eleva

tions 710m, 715m, 722m, and 730m using an engineering 

1 evel? and sampl ing stations vlere marked at about 30m 

intervals along these -traverses. The ition of each 

station is marked on fig. 14. A total of 55 stations 

was used. At each station the longest, shortest and 

intermediate axis of the largest particle within a 5m 

radius was measured, lithology was noted, and five 

measurements of the ground slope over a distance of 2m 

were made, The slope measurements were taken in the 

apparent direction of particle movement. 

C) Results. Columns i)-v) in table 1 record: 

i) The station number. 

ii) The length in metres of the longest. 

intermediate: and shortest ax. is • 

iii) The average of the five slope measure-· 

ments in degrees. 



Fig. 14 Position the sampl ing stations on the Black 

Hi ('ell fan, The ba.se photograph is an uncor-

:cec cl photo c derived from photos 11./4 

an.d AI) of run 3596. 
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Table 1 Tractive-force data. 

i) ii) iii) iV) v) vi) vii) 
Stn.no AxiB length Slope Slope dS Mea.n Lith. 

m m/in dia.m 

GS32 .37 .23 .20 1.6 .0279 .006 .267 gwk 
GS15 .17 .16 .13 4.2 .0729 .012 .153 gwk 
GSOI .41 .16 .15 3.9 .0670 .011 .240 gwk 
GS47 .37 .19 .14 3.6 .0641 .012 .233 sch 
GS33 .51 .36 .31 4.0 .0699 .025 .427 gwk 
GS60 .39 .30 .23 3.6 .0641 .019 .307 gwk 
GS38 .50 .23 ,It:l 3.6 .0641 .015 .303 gwk 
GS43 ,66 .37 .33 2.6 .0466 .017 .453 gwk 
GS34 .50 .38 .25 2.0 .0350 .013 .377 sch 
GS18 .35 .30 .22 4.4 .0758 .027 .290 gwk 
GS54 .51 .23 .22 3.9 .0670 .015 .320 gwk 
GS04 .33 .23 .20 4.0 .0699 .016 .253 gwk 
GS22 .55 .21 .20 6.4 .1139 .024 .320 gwk 
GS37 .40 .28 .16 3.6 .0641 .018 .280 gwk 
GS49 .46 .26 .23 4.2 .0729 .019 .317 gwk 
GS48 • 16 .24 .13 5.0 .0875 .021 .243 gwk 
GS35 .39 .20 .18 3.6 .0641 .013 .257 gwk 
GS19 .28 .19 .12 2.8 .0495 .009 .197 gwk 
GS11 .37 .19 .17 4.6 .0816 .016 .243 gwk 

GS55 .54 .28 .24 4.6 .0816 .023 .353 gwk 
GS17 .58 .42 .38 5.8 .1022 .043 .460 gwk 
GS28 .62 .43 .30 5.4 .0963 .041 .450 gwk 
GS27 .50 .33 .28 4.2 .0729 .024 .370 gwk 
GS56 .55 .26 .21 6.8 .1198 .031 .340 gwk 
GS42 .40 .30 .27 4.6 .0816 .024 .323 gwk 
GS20 .70 .25 .20 4.2 .0729 .018 .383 gwk 
GS31 .26 .16 .10 5.0 .0875 .014 .173 gwk 
GS52 .48 .26 .20 4.6 .0816 .021 .313 gwk 
GS13 .42 .30 .16 4.2 .0729 .022 .293 seli 
GS62 .58 .32 .24 6.6 .1169 .037 .380 gwk 
GS14 .38 .37 .36 3.2 .0553 .020 .370 sch 
GS51 .45 .36 .28 4.6 .0816 .029 .363 gwk 
GS50 .44 .36 .22 3.2 .0553 .020 .340 gwk 
GS36 .48 .32 .19 3.0 .0524 .017 .330 gwk 
GS40 .32 .26 .22 3.4 .0612 .016 .267 gwk 
GS39 .43 .19 .16 4.6 .0816 .016 .260 sch 
GS61 .31 .26 .22 5.4 .0963 .025 .263 sch 

GS05 .50 .44 .21 7.6 .1346 .059 .383 gwk 
GS16 .60 .48 .30 5..4 .0963 .046 .460 gwk 
GS21 .68 .50 .40 6.4 .1139 .057 .527 gwk 
GS08 .38 .32 .31 5.0 .0875 .028 .337 gwk 
GS46 .73 .44 .32 4.6 .0816 .036 .497 gwk 
GS26 .64 .32 .22 6.6 .1169 .037 .393 sch 
GS25 .56 .32 .18 4.8 .0846 .027 .353 gwk 
GS29 .76 .42 .32 5.8 .1022 .043 .500 gwk 
GS03 .55 .31 .30 7.0 .1228 .038 .387 gwk 
GS45 .58 .37 .26 5.2 .0904 .033 .403 sch 
GS12 1.0 .80 .40 4.8 .0846 .068 .733 gwk 

GS23 .45 .37 .27 5.6 .0992 .037 .363 gwk 
GS30 .54 .29 .18 8.2 .1435 .042 .337 Bch 
GS59 .84 .57 .35 5.5 .0992 .057 .587 sch 
GS44 .62 .46 .32 3.0 .0524 .024 .467 gwk 
GS57 .82 .43 .27 5.2 .0904 .039 .507 gwk 
GS24 .47 .43 .34 5.0 .0875 .038 .413 gwk 
GS14 .68 .52 .30 6.0 .1051 .055 .500 sch 



iv) The average slope expressed in lhe~l::~s 

fall per roe tre • 

v) The dS product. 

Table I column vii) records the lithology. 

Contours of the dS products are drawn on fig. 15. 
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The contours ar'9 drawn to coincide, as much as possible, 

with features on the fan; straight contour segments 

follow the general direction of identifiable stream 

channels on the fan surface .. 

The mean values and standard deviations of the dS 

products for each traverse were calculated, and the 

means compared using stud'.?nt's Of"t" test; the results 

are tabulate,d in ta,ble 2 e' ,There is a significant 

difffJrenci9 bet-ween the mean dS products of the 71 Om 

and 715m traverses and of the 715m <.:l,'1d 722m traverses. 

There no signi:l:'icant difference betlNeen the mean 

dS products of the 722m and 730m traverses. Therefor~~ 

there is a significant decrease in dS products down

fan from the 722m tX'avers\~ to the "110m travl3rse. A bovre 

the 722m traverse the resul ts arc inconc1u~~.li ve t there 

may bl9 no signific!ant difference between the mean dS 

products of the 722m aJ."ld 730m traverser:!, or there could 

be a difference that .1.S not identifiable 

were too few samples along the 730m traverse. The 

latter conclusion i::'l more probable. 



Contour's of IF)ql~al·· d:3 'prOduct3.' 
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Table 2. Statistical analysis of dS products. 

Traverse Mean Stand ard No. of Value of "tH Significance 

elevation 

710 

715 

722 

730 

dS devia 

.016 .005 

.025 .008 

.043 .012 

.042 .010 

3 19 

4 18 

7 

.5 

11 

7 
-,------

3.5.2 Particle-Size Studies. 

,.. calculated 

3.608 At 

4.717 At 

0.208 Not 

rrhe resul ts of the tractive -force studies can be 

confirmed by contouring the distribution of maximum 

particle-size on the fan. In this· test the longest, 

intermediate 9 and shortest axis lengths for each par~ 

5% 

5% 
sign, 

ticle are averaged to give a value which is the diameter 

of the sph~rical equivalent of the particle. Table 1 

column ii) records the lengths of the three axes and 

the average of these is recorded in column vi). These 

values are can toured in fig. 16. The mean val ue s of 

each traverse were calCulated and then compared using 

Studentos "ttl test. The resul ts are tabulated in 

table 3. Conclusions similar to those for the tractive-

force studies can be drawn from the statistical analysis. 



O.lm 

intervals. 
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Table 3. Statistical analysis of mean particle sizes. 

Traverse Mean Standard No. of Value of tit" Significanct:~ 
diam 

elevation m. deviation readings calculated 

710 .288 .0713 19 2. 0/~4 At 5% 

715 .335 .0670 18 3.625 At 5% 
722 .452 .1070 11 0 0 019 Not sign. 

730 .453 • 081/~ 7 

Further proof of the dS rolationship is given by 

graphing the length of the average axis against the 

slope (fig. 17). Using the product-moment correlation 

coefficient, a pord tive correlation significant at the 

5% level is found (r:;'! 0.301); larger p~.rticles arc 

found to be associated with steeper fan slop~s. 

3.5.3 Granule and Sand Studies. 

Because of the size range of the particles on 

the fant representative samples of tho whole sediment 

01ze range would need to b:a very large. 'lleGts on the 

sm~~J,ler size ranGe Here therefore confinod to the 

A) Field and Laboratory Tests. A total of fif-

teen samples was collected 1n tho field. Pan mat()r:i.8l 

was put through a 318mU1 f3l.0ve until. a largfJ bucket of 

sediment vras collec'ced i th:LE vms then mix(~d and 8.' 

2K g El&I11pl e was tnlren from thi8 fox" :fur'the:c' anal ;'l!:liti. 



Fig.17 Graph of mean particle size va. slope for 
particles on the Black Birch fan • 
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Care was taken not to lose the very fine fraction. 

The samples were then room-dried and material larger 

than -2 ~ was removed. Material below this size was 

sieved at 1 ~ intervals from -2 ~ to + 3 ¢. The weight 

passil'lg each sieve was weighed and calculated as a 

percentage of the total. 

B) Results. Table 3 records the station number 
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of the sample and the weight percent of material passing 

the various sieve sizes. Fig. 18 shows these percentages 

plotted in graphic form with lines drawn to envelope 

the maximum and minimum percentages of each size .. 

Within the envelope there is considerable variation, 

but the va.riation is not consistent with the relative 

elevattons from which the samples were taken. 

Table 4 Weight percent of granule sand sllunples 

Weight Percent Pa.ssingQ 

Stn. ~2~ -lpf oji +1fl/ +2r1 

GS24 19.3 21.4 23.1 17.0 11.6 
GS30 20. '7 18.6 17.5 20.9 16.0 

GS45 36.3 23.2 17.2 11.3 7.6 
G826 23.6 21 .1 21.6 17 .1~ 11 e O 
GS16 2h.l,r, 23.1 23.9 15,,7 '(.9 

Gs61 32.2 20 .. 8 1ge2 16.5 8 0 2 
GS50 3~t" 9 21.6 17,,5 14~ 7 7.8 
aS13 25.8 20.9 22&6 19.6 8.5 
GS42 25.8 16.7 16.3 19.6 15.5 
GS17 17.9 16.8 19.6 21.6 1.5.2 

GS19 30.0 21+.7 23.0 15 . .5 5.3 
GS37 21.9 16 .l~ JJj,.7 16.9 1 B .1.1-
GS18 15.2 15.3 16. :5 22.9 19.5 
Gs60 30.8 19 .l~ 1 J. 2 15.2 13.1 
GS15 3'1,,1+ 20.8 16.7 13.0 7.9 

~-.. " 

~.g ., . 
5.1 

3.2 
)05 
2.7 
6 q l 
8~9 

1.6 
11" '? 
10.7 

8.4 
l.L2 
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).5.4 Fan Formation 

Theoretical studies of fan fOl~ation have yet to 

provide a simple explanation for the formation of fans. 

The major problem appears to be that fru1s are formed 

in a variety of geological and climatic conditions, 

and while the outward appearance is similar, the pro

cesses forming fans differ from pla.ce to place. 

In the study area. the factors seeming to lead to 

the formation of a fan arel 

i) Frequent stream flooding. 

ii) A ready source of supply of sediment. 

of a variety of sizes. 

iii) A highly permeable surface at the outfall 

of the stream from the valley. 

During periodo of intense rainfall large quanti-

ties of water and sediment are dumped into the main 

stream channel. The sediment-laden stream flows through 

the constriction of the gorge where ba.seflo\'>1 is added. 

On reaching the fan. energy is dissipated as the stream 

descends the fan surface due to water loss and the 

effects of friction. Particles arc deposited on the 

surface, the larger particles ne&-.'!'" the fan ap0x 8.nd 

the smsl.l€r particles tlenr. the f&11 base. A8 the energy 

of the flolll decreasGf:1 at the conclusion of the flood, 

finer sediment is deposited in a moving front up the 

fan 81 ope & Thif~: mechanism account8 for the decreatdng 

size of the largest particlE'S clown i'Dn cmd tho sand 

grE~ator range of p::u:·ticle size rwcu:, the clpOX. 

to th,£) base. 

, ;'" 

( ,/~ 

/ / 



This mode of formation is further evidenoed by 

the channel deposits found on the fan. A cross section 

of a channel displays larger particles on the sides 

and the base of the channel, with deposits of fine 

particles overlying the larger particles on the base 

of the channel. 

3.6 THE STREAM CHANNEL. 

Blncle Birch stream runs in a narrow channel from 

the head of the catchment to the f~:m surface. Wi thin 

its length many tributary streams join it, most of 

these are ephemeral. Because of the porous nature of 

the fan, flow may eeaS0 within a few metres of the 

gorge outlet during dry periods, Recent work by the 

Ministry of 'Norics has dlvol,"'ted the stream from its 

natural 1'1oVl over the fan into a channel eLl ong the base 

of the Mt. Sebastopol buttress. The upper parts of' 

the stream channel serve as avalanche chutes during 

winter and earl~r spring (fig. 21~). 

3.6.1 Particle iZB Studios. 

A) Methods and Resul1.:s of Quanti tati vo Study. 

Because of the distu:cblffic(~ in the lower roaches 

of the stremn little work of ~). guan:t;itntive nature 

could be unde:etaken sinee it appeared that the stJ.'eam 

was ad justing t9 a new gradient ~ In ML-'l,Y 197.5 a pro~ 

file f1"om the Sebastopol bridge to the t wate:d'rul 
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was measured using a tape and altimeter and this is 

shown in fig. 19. At 100m intervals along the profile 

cross-sections of the stream channel between the vege

tation lines were measured and they also appear in 

fig. 19. At each cross-section the three axes of' 

particles falling under a line at 1m intervals were 

measured. The lengths of the i.ntermediate axes are 

plotted aga.inst the distance upstream from the bridge 

in fig. 208 the mean axis length for particles at 

each cross-section is calculated and marked. Using 

the product~·mol!lent eorrelation coefficient a negative 

correlation was found at the 5% level of significance 

(r :.:: -0.710) betv/een the mean lengtho of particle axes 

and the distance upstream (i. e. the length of the 

axes i.ncreases dovffistream). 

B) Analysis. The apparent increase in the size 

of the partlcles downs team cOllld at first 1)1) considered 

a fault of the sampling technique and subsequent st.atis

tical analysis. Figo 19 demonstrates 'that the £{tream 

ch.annel narroYlS towardE{ the bridge, a resul t of entr0nchr~ 

ment in a rock gorge. This has the effect of reducing 

the number of measurements of particle-size and conS0'" 

quently wldnnine the dispersion of the sample compared 

with the crosEJ-Gec"tionE: from further upstream. The 

resuJ. ts clre consistent vd th gm1eral observations in 

the stream Emu the n8:'cu:J~e of t.he 8 processes •. 

To st full;;l t.he r03ul t:1, sediment fr'om t110 arEli;lS 9 

one at 8.pproxlmately 500tn upstream and one at lOOOm 



FIG. 19 Longitudinal profile and cross-sections of 

Black Birch stream from the Sebastopol bridle 

up to the waterfall near. the Great Groove fault. 
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upstream, were sampled using similar methods to those 

used by Wolman. ~l954) and f!'l.~_Phersqn (191ll. Fifty 

partlcles were measured at 1m intervals along tv/o 25m 

traverses Sm apart in each area. At the area 500m 

upstream the average length of the intermediate axis 

was O.289m, and lOOOm, O.173m. 

In the region of the gorge only small Cluantities 

of sediment are added to the stream channel, mainly 

because of the lack of glacial deposits in the imme

diate vicinity and the greater density of vegetation~ 

Tributaries are infrequent. Upstream from the gorge, 

glacial deposits are adjacent to the channel, vegeta

tion is less dense, tributaries are frequent, struc

turally the rocks are more disturbed, ~~d avalanche 

action is faore frequent and pronounced. These factOl.-'s 

lead to farge quantities of material of various shapes 

and sizes being dumped into the stream in the higher 

reaches. 

Because bedload movement 1.S a sporadic process 

associated with floods, the finer material in the 
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upper reaches remains in-situ until the stream is compe-

tent enough to transport it through thc) gorgo and onto 

the fan r larger non-tran~3portable material is left in 

the stream channel during these per-loctic floods. Since 

erosion is a continuous prOCeti3, after a time smaller 

particles build up in thG! higher reaches of the ChfiUU'181 f 

their grcHlter abundance being refleoted in the mean 

length of the particle axes. 
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4. GEOMORPHOLOGY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION. 

Most aspects of the descriptive geomorphology are 

covered in other parts of this study. A map of observed 

elements of the landscape has been reproduced in map 3. 

The sym90ls used are in accordance with suggestions 

made by the U. K 0 Geological Society Engineering Group 

Working Party Report (Anon 1972). Some modLfications 

have been made to suit local oondi tions. 

Two quanti tativ€! methods of ar!al~rsing the catch

ment area wore carried out. The first method is hypso

metric analysis. As well as 11eing an lndex of catch

ment form, the method can be extended to give a value 

for the surface-area and average catchment slope. 

The hYPsofl'ietric curve has limited applications in later 

sections on hydrology. The second moth.od p quanti ta ti Vii!: 

slope anal Y8is p gavo maps th8.t VHH'e twcful aidr:: in 

compiling the geomcl/rphologicctl and geological maps r 

geomorphological features and geol og1.cal boundal~ies 

could often be identified from charlgcs in SlOPE) and 

the are~Ll foY:m of 81 opes. 

4.2 HYPSOME'rRIC ANAI,YSIS. 

HYTmometric £U1alysis waf:! first c'Llf3cu8sed b~~ 
~~=~";.;;,.;;,.,,,,,,,~;.,;;,-. 

~ frna. he defined it fif'3 ,Ithe st:udy of the d:"s'tr,lbu-

tion of g:cound-81lrf[{ce arlE)a~ 0):.'" horizontsJ, crof.'ls-scctton(:d 

area, of a landmass with re ct to eva tiorl" • 
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Working from the topographlc base-map (map 1) 

the catchment area (A) is measured using a polar plani

meter. The areas (a) enclosed by each contour and the 

upper pel."imeter are also measured. The hypsometric 

curve is constructed by plotting on a graph the pro

portion of the total catchment a.rea (a/A) on the X 

axis. and the proportion of the total catchment height 

(h/H). on the Y axis. The term h is the elevation of 

a particular contour above the lowest point in the 

catchment, and H is the difference in elevation between 

the lowest and highest points of the catchment. Table 

5 coluums i)-v) show * 

i) 

ii) 

. . . ) 
111 

iv) 

v) 

The contour elevations in feet a. B. 1. 

The contour elevations in metres a. s. l • 

The areas enclosed between eaoh contour 

and the upper perimeter of the catchment 

in hectares (a) 0 

'I'he rGl:tio a/11. where A t-:.J lV?9.3ha. 

The ratio h./I-f where H ... 1467.7m" 

rrl''d.s l.nformation is plotted in fig Q 21. 

The lnforn18.tion gained in c:onr:;"i:;ructing the: hypso-

metric curve OEm be furth0r ~l,nal:lfJed to g5.v~~ the avoragc 

ground~'81ope between oCi.ch contour 1 ine. This is carried 

out by measuring the length of adjacent pairs of contours 

rmd cve:caging those len.gt:hs (Tim). TIlE) are;). betvfeen the 

contcnu' belts (At) 1.8 calculated from column i:U.) in 

length of B.djaqent pai:cs of (~ontourrg (lIm) to give the 

en the a.djacent. contours 
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Table 5 Hypsometric d~ta. 

1) ii) iii) iv) v) vi) vii) viii ) ix) x) 

RL RL a a h At Lm Wh S Ag 
ft m ha A H ha m m ha 

2500 762.5 475.0 .992 .000 - - - - -
2600 793.0 470.2 .981 .044 4.8 1010.7 49.0 32 5,8 
2700 823.5 460.5 .961 .065 9.6 1521.2 63.2 25 10.9 
2800 854.0 451.4 .946 .086 7.2 1980.6 36.4 39 9.6 
2900 884.5 437.8 .913 .106 15.6 2419.6 64.5 25 17 .4 
3000 915.0 427.0 .885 .127 13.8 2797.4 49.4 31 16.5 
3100 945.5 412.2 .860 .148 11.7 3042.4 38.6 38 15.0 
3200 976.0 399.3 .833 .169 12.9 3297.6 39.2 37 16.6 
3300 1006.5 382.6 .798 .190 16.7 3491. 6 48.0 32 20.0 
3400 1037.0 366.8 .765 .210 15.7 3603.9 43.8 34 19.6 
3500 1067.5 349.4 .729 .231 17.5 3716.2 47.0 32 21. 3 
3600 1098.0 333.9 .697 .252 15.5 3838.7 40.5 37 19.4 
3700 1128.5 320.9 .669 .273 13.0 3889.8 33.5 42 17.7 
3800 1159.0 305.4 .637 .293 15.4 3940.8 39.2 37 19.9 
3900 1189.5 291.1 .604 .314 14.3 3991.9 35.8 40 18.9 
4000 1220.0 276.2 .576 .335 14.9 3940.8 37.9 38 19.5 
4100 1250.5 262.2 .547 .356 13.9 3899.9 35.7 40 18.5 
4200 1281. 0 249.2 .519 .377 13.3 3940.8 33.8 42 17.9 
4300 1311. 5 232.5 .485 .397 16.4 3981.4 41.2 36 20.6 
4400 1342.0 217.8 .454 .418 14.6 3808.1 38.5 38 18.8 
4500 1372.5 204.8 .427 .439 13.0 3409.9 38.2 38 16.8 
4600 1403.0 191. 3 .399 .460 13.5 3256.8 41.5 36 16.8 
4700 1433.5 179.9 .375 .480 lL4 3185.3 36.3 39 15.4 
4800 1464.0 170.4 .356 .501 9.5 2907.5 32.8 42 13.2 
4900 1494.5 162.5 .339 .522 7.9 2674.8 29.6 45 11.5 
5000 1525.0 153.8 .321 .543 8.6 2603.4 33.3 42 11.8 
5100 1555.5 144.1 .301 .564 9.8 2613.6 37.5 39 12.6 
5200 1·586.0 134.9 .282 .584 9.1 2644.2 34.5 41 12.3 
5300 1616.5 126.2 .263 .605 8.7 2654.4 32.9 42 12.1 
5400 1647.0 117.4 .245 .626 8.8 2634.1 33.5 42 12.0 
5500 1677.5 107.1 .224 .647 10.3 2583.0 39.8 37 13.0 
5600 1708.0 92.8 .194 .667 14.3 2593.2 55.2 28 16.8 
5700 1738.5 81.0 .169 .688 11.8 2603.4 45.3 33 14.5 
5800 1789.0 72.2 .151 .709 8.8 2593.2 34.0 41 12.0 
5900 1799.5 61.9 .129 .730 10.3 2542.1 40.7 36 13.1 
6000 1830.0 53.5 .112 .751 8.4 2583.0 32.5 43 11.5 
6100 1860.5 46.7 .097 .771 6.8 2399.3 28.3 47 10,0 
6200 1891.0 38.5 .0bO .792 8.2 2327.8 35.5 40 11.0 
6300 1921. 5 31.7 .066 .813 6.7 2307.3 29.1 46 9.7 
6400 1952.0 24.1 .050 .834 7.7 2184.8 35.2 40 10.3 
6500 1982.5 19.5 .041 .855 4.5 1898.9 23.9 51 7.6 
6600 2013.0 13.7 .029 .875 5.8 1521. 2 38.3 38 ·7.5 
6700 2043.5 9.9 .021 .896 3.8 1123,0 33.8 42 5.1 
6800 2074.0 6.8 .014 ',917 3.2 816.8 38.6 38 4.0 
6900 2104.5 2.1 .004 .938 4.7 663.7 70.7 23 5.2 
7351 2230.0 - - 1.00 2.1 561.6 37,5 39 2.7 
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Fig.21 Hypsometric curve for the Black Birch catchment. 
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(Wh) • The ground slope is calcula.ted using the formulas 

Tan S :: C/Wh 

'where S == avera.ge ground slope between adjacent 

contours .. 

C == contour interval. 

Ta.ble 5 columns vi)-ix) show 3 

vi) The area between a specified contour and 

the lower adjacent contour (At)" 

vii) The mean length between a specified con

tour and the lower adjacent contour (1m). 

viii) The mean width between a specified contour 

and the lower 8,d.jacent oontour (Wh). 

ix) The average ground slope between a speci

fied contour and the lower adjac<;5nt contour 

(8) • 

This information is displayed in fie;Q 22 wh(~ro on 

the X axis -'(:110 cumulated. mean widths (V/ll) arc graphed 

against the Y axis of contour elevationf:l. The a.verage 

810pe be tyvE:en the can tOlJ.I'S is marked on the curve $ The 

average slope of the catchment was found to be 37.8°. 

By using tho average slope between contours ctnd 

the mean widths betwG~m the contours 9 tIE;) true 8urfnce 

ares. (Ag) of ·th(3 catchment can be found by u8lng ",(,he 

for-mill as 

where 

Ag 1Z: Wg e Lm 

Wg .-

on the gx'ound surface. 

C 
81118 
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Fig.22 Mean slope between contours in the Black Birch 

catchment. 
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The total surface area was found to be 616.9ha 

as compared with the map or hori:r;ontal area of 479.3ha. 

4.3 QUANTITATIVE SLOPE ANALYSIS. 

While hypsometric analysia can give a figure for 

the average slope of the entire catchment, and the 

vertical distribution of slopes, the areal distribution 

requires other methods. Strah1eL1l2ifiL records a 

method of deter-mining the areal d5,stribution of slope 

components. and methods of sta.tistical analysis of 

the areas involved. 

Using the topographic base-map (map 1) thE} catch~ 

ment is outlined and placed over a grid. At the inter

section of the lines of the grid the slope is measured 

using the fonnula~ 

where 

tEm$= v/H 

19- == ground slope. 

V =: the verticaJ. distance betweEm two 

points measured along a specified 

horizontal distanco H 0 

fl'he dlstallce H 1.8 usually chosen as the length between. 

intersections on the grl.d, tll.nd in this C:Hse Wf~.S equi

valent to l02.1m on the ground 0 A pair of dividers 

was Bet at this distance and each intersE.'otion 

they were held orthogonally to the d.irect:Lon of ,the 

contours and the vertlcal dista.1'leE! :r'f'lud off. 'J.lhe ope 
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cmgl c was cal cul ated cU1d m2trkcd on the map and th.e ve-d \.lOS 

were contoured in 10° increments (~ee map ~L). 



In effect the average slope in a square wi til l02.1m 

sides was measured. A slope frequency histogram can be 

constructed from -this information using two methods 1 

by measurlng the areas wi thin each contour using a polar 

planimeter, or by assuming that each slope value is 

representative of an identical area in each case. The 

second method was chosen because of its inherent simpli

city. The slope histogram is ehovm in fig. 23. The 

mean slope of the entire oatchment was calculated as 

370
; this figure agreeEl with the figure dari ved using 

hypsometric a.l1alysis. 

4.4 SLOPE STABILITY. 

An indica.tion of the stability of a 810po can be 

gained by studying the sonee or absence of landslides 

on that slope.. Slope failures may be triggered off 

by water saturation causing overloading, by earthqur::,ke 

vibration, or by changes in the long tenn environ.mental 

conditions. 

Two slope failures were obvious in the field, 

both in deposlts of oolluvium, one below an outcrop 

. of greywacke (fig. 11) and one ow the of the 

Grea t Groove faul t (fig. 10). Both are mar](ed on map 

3 G No other obvious landsl ides were seen in the fiel d 

but in the unvegeta:ted areas it is unl ike1 y that they 

woul d be ~~0(;m because frost~sha:t;t0ring 



Fig.23 Slope area histogram for slopes in the 
Black Birch catchment. 
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Both the observed landslides left shallow scars 

and the zone of separation between. disturbed and un

disturbed material was sharp. Using the .classification 

suggested by Varnes (125J!l the landslides are called 

"debris avalanches" ~d their movements are said to 

"resemble those of viscous fluids". The chara.cteristic 

material involved in this type of movement is uncon

solidated mixed rocks, soil and clay. 

No identifiable landslides were fOWld in the 

glacial deposits •. The main method of slope modifi

cation is by gully. frost and probably wind erosion. 

Fresh 81 opes. such as those a1 ong the sides of tri

butary streams, are common! y fOWld to he ver"ticB~ e 
l;' /' l, I f 

Rockfalls are probably common in areas of exposed 

greywacke and schist but '~hey probably do not involve 

large quantities of material in anyone episode of 

movement. Large scale rock falls are unlikely since 

the primary planes of roclc Wl'H3Jmess, the bedding planes, 

dip into or are parallel to 'the slopeso 

4.5 AVALANCHES. 

Li ttle known about condi tiarAS causing Glwll:c;U1ches 

and the resl'll ts of avalanche action in New Z f:3a.l and • 

Only pap~)r' could be :found thnt ntentloned them as 

a geomorphic process :1.n New Zoal;a:nd [~~pin.0 areas (CnJne 

1969) 0 Because of this? any study of av£tlHt11Ches in the 

Blael\: Blrch c;:.d;chrnent only be conrparcd with YlOrIi: 

from other cot,tn tries v RS:P...:Ilj.l~~~Ql gives a, clar:mii'ication 



system based on studies in Northern Scandinavia that 

can be appl ied to observations in the Blaclt Birch 

catchment. 

An avalanche is so called if more than 50m of 

movement occur - if less than 50m it is called a snow-

slip. If the movement of snow is in contact with the 

ground the avalanche can h", classified as a ground 

avalanche; if the m01tement is in contact with snow 

it is called a sl ip avalanche ~ An avalanche can be 

called clean or dirty depending on the quantity of 

earth materials within it. ,,' ,( ( 
{/ 

In the' Black Birch ca:tchrnen't avalanche 

fills the stream channel from late winter or early 

spring (fig'. 24) ,,' ' Snow. depths in the chSJ."lnel are great 

·and' .,thedeposi ts usually remain in the chan.YJ.el over 
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the sumrner and are often referred to as the Baby glacier. 

In the summer of 1974-75 the deposits had melted com

pletely by April. 

At its origin the avalaYJ.che is probably a slip 

avalanche but as it descends the valley it becomes 

a ground avalanche G Movement down the channel was 

observed i.n October 1975 following a snowfall the pre-

ceeding day, the movement was a slow flowing episode. 

Other avalanches originate on the steep valley 

walls. particularly on the north-facing slopes of the 

catchment. Movement in this case is rapid and the snow 

tends to powder. The deposita are frequently dirtYe' 



Fig .. ,24 Avalanche 'in the Black Birchcatchment-

October 1975. ,Trim lines can' be" seen above 

the avalanche- 1 evel ~ A 1 cirque below 

and to ,the left of lVlt. KitchensI' is notice

able. 
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Fig. 25 Avalanohe in the Blaok Birch catchment. Trim 

lines oan be seen above the toe of the avalanche. 

The avalanche snow is generally clean. 
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S. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY. 

5.1 GEOLOGICAL RISK CONCEPTS. 

The analysis of geologioal rislc to buildings and 

structures is very complex since it depends not only 

on what risks are possible or probable, but also on 

the characteristics of the particUlar building or 

struc'ture tha.t is threatened. Geological risk is 

therefore calculated on the basis of the level of 

damage to buildings and structures that is deemed to 

be aooeptable or not acoeptable in terms of frequency 

of occurrence of a hazard, the cost of the structure 

involved, the cost of alternative that may avoid the 

hazard, and t11e danger to 1 if's and 11mb. 

In this study the cause~ prooess. frequency of 

ooCUtTence and physical effect of geological risks is 

of more importance than the ability of the engineering 

structures to withstand or minimlse -the dangor. 

5.2 POSSIBLE GEOLOGICAL RISKS. 

'73 

In the physical environment a number of prOCeSf:.lCS 

that could be called geological rlsks can be identIfied., 

Three processes that warr8nt investlgation in almost: 

all al':-cas t and paX"'-'liioularly in the Black Birch study 

area, are the effects of earthquakes, landslides, and. 

f1 oods. Three subsidiary prOCt:;sse:'i~ or (~vents tha:t 

may exacerbate the pr000::::r;es alrel),dy mentioned can 
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also be identified in the study areal namely, avalanches, 

fires, and high intensity rainfalls. 

,.2.1 Avalanches. 

Avalanches are a common feature in the Black Birch 

catchment and normally present no risk to the buildings 

on the fan. Avalanches of exceptional size could be 

triggered-off by either heavy rainfalls or earthquakes. 

Heavy rainfalls are not common during the winter period 

when there is m~~imum snowcovero The effect of earth~ 

quakes would depend on the quantity of sno~ in the 

catchment, the magnitUde of the earthquake, and the 

time of day an earthquake stNclc. All these factors 

are unpr.edictable. 

There would appear to be little chance of an 

avalanche damming the flow of the stream and causing 

flash floods by the rapid release of large quantities 

of water~ the uncompacted avalanche deposi-ts are un

lilcely to restrict water flow along the channel. It 

is also unlikely tha-c there would be enough snow or 

enough of a. slope to allow an avalanohe to move down 

the stream nnd on to the fan surface, this has not 

been known to happen in the pa1!;t. If the trim-lines 

along the channel walls are 8.ny indication, this 

yearls avalanche was almost of maximum size and its 

tel."1nina1. was about 1 Km upBtream from the fan apex. 
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· Fires are not geological risks but they can ca.use 

them, since a relatively delicate balance between ground 

cover and hydrological and erosive processes exists 

in the catchment. Because the Black Birch ca.tchment 

is wi thin a National Parlt, public access cannot be 

restricted even in periods when the fire risk is high 

(during dry periods in Bummer and autuool). Should a 

fire become established it would be hard to corltrol 

because of the topography and access. Removal of vege

tation by fire can ca.use a decrease in the infiltration 

rate due to raindrop impact compacting the upper la.yer 

of the soil~ Increased quantities of water could 

move overland cllusing gullying, especially of the 

glacial deposits, and as a consequence, increase sedi

ment input into the stream. Flood peaks in. 'the stream 

would be achieved more rapidly, and would be higher, 

because the time of concentration of the ctl'l.tchment 

would be reduced and the storage effects of the soil 

and vegetation would decreaseo If the flows and sedi

ment content are greater that.n the capacity of the 

lower parts of the st).?eam channel, flooding could 

occur on the fan ~ 

Landsl ide 8.ct5.vi ty cottld be expected to follow 

the rGmoval of v(;~getationt especially in colluvium 

areas 0 Vegetated Borees could also be expected to 

re-mobil:i.se. 
// 

tV" (/ r' I f' 

.5.2.:3 Landsl ides e 



Prolonged water saturation and short term forces 

from earth~uake shocks are probably the main causes 

of slope failure in the Blacl{ Birch catchment. Water 

saturation is most effective in producing instability 

in unconsolidated materials, while eartllqu~e shocks 

probably have an equal effect on both consol idated 

and unconsolidated material. 

Landslides can also be caused on oVersteepened 

slopes due to undercutting by the stream in both the 

main channel and the tributary valleys. This process 

is quite common during flood flows but in general it 

is a smaJ.l scale process. }II(('<I' < 1<' ! 

Two possible effects of landslides can be pre

dicted: first, the introduction of large quantlties 

of sediment in to the stream chru1nel causing rapid 

aggrada'Uon of the channel f or second, the damming of 

the stream followed by ov{')rtopping and flash flooding. 

From indioations of existing forms oflendslides~ 

roclcfalls are a continuous and relatively sm\1Ul-scal.e 

process t while debris avalanches in oolluvium are 

infrequent and not likely to dam the stream or cause 

rapid a,ggradation of -the stream channel 0 No landslidEIS 

were found in the glacial deposits .. 

Earthq.uake evc"mts W3.y directly damage the buildings 

and associated ?ervio6s on the fan, the exten·t of the 

damage dHpend:i.ng on the behaviour of' the g:COUlid and 



the quality of the st~lctures. They may also trigger 

off movements in the catchment that could become geolo ... 

gic9.l hazards. 

In general. gravels of the type,found on the 

fan tend to dampen earthquake shocks. but this depends 

on the proximity of bedrock to the surface.and the 

degree of consolidation of the fan gravels. Lenses 

of water-saturated sands within the fan might liquify 

causing subsidence, but no evidence of extensive sand 

lenses was found. Unconsolidated embankments might 

also collapse but tilere are few of these and they are 

not likely to damage any buildings. In severe earth-
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qualces damage to underground pipes and cables could } 

be expected. 

The catchment is probably more susceptible to 

damage from earthquakes. The.possible effects on 

avalanche and landslide activity have already been 

mentioned o 

5.2 f 5 Hlgh intensity rainfalls. 

The definition of a high lntensi ty ra:tnf9~l and 

the meteorological conditions causing them have already 

been dis(!USHed, as has their r'o10 in causing avalanches 

and lal'idBlldes. The major geological t'islt caused by 

high intensity rainfalls flooding. 

") 
( 



Floods can be the result of a variety of processes 

and most of these have been mentioned in preceding 

sections. 

Before floods of any origin can become a risk to 
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buildings and services on the fan they have to flow 

close to the buildings and services. and this presup... , 
(' I'[ c);{ ,l \, 

poses that they are large enough to change oourse from I; I 

the present channele To change course involves the breach

ing or overtopping of ear"thworks and control structures 

that at present determine the direction of flow. 

If the occasion does a.rise when the flow breaches 

or overtops the present channel then the stream will 

cause local scouring and widespread deposition of 

sedimente Any buildings or services that obstruct 

the flow will be affected by deposition on the upstream 

side and scour on the downs tl"eam Bide pl us drunage by 

rolling boulders in the flow. 

The direction. the fl ow ma.y follow over the fan 

is hard to predict, but initially it would be logical 

to assume flow over areas with the steepest slope and 

the smoothest surface. 

5~2e7 Conclusion. 

Two posslble d.sks· can be discal.~ded because there 

is no evidence that they were ever significant events, 

and as a consequence, there is no reason to assume that 

they may become s5.gnifica.nt" '£he 'L"V{O J)ossible x'loks 

are fi."om avalanches and landsl ides. 

( \ 
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To attempt to predict the frequency of occurrenoe 

of fires in the catchment is impra,crtical because whether 

fires will occur or not will depend on the responsibi

Ii ty of the people using the area and the management 

practices adopted by the Park Board. 

The probability of earthquakes occurring is dis

cussed in the next sec"tian of this· study. Irrespecti va 

of the method of predicting the frequency of occurrence 

of earthqualres it is doubtful if the magnitude of the 

event could ever be predicted. 

There is geological evidence that in the past 

floods have been active forces in the environment, 

and from the short period of recol"'ded history there 

appears to be a connection bet"\veen nood events and 

high intensity rainfalls. The frequency and magni

tude of these flood events requires study and discus

sion so that -the risk imposed 011 buildings and services 

on the fan can be calculated. 

5.) EARTHQUAKE ACTIVITY. 

In spi to of the Mt. Cook are::!l being an alpine 

area and therefol"f~ an a:r:'ea that must have undergone 

a great amount of upl ift9 there is 1 i ttl e evidcmce 

that ear.thquaJ(e activ:i:ty CtS;:ttv:i>ty is common at pre

sent. Fig. 26 pref3en'ts data of the position of earth

quake epicentres fol'" the period 195.5-1965 and is dorived 
. ~ 

from ~il'2.y_O..:.22J.>:>1. Howover records of earthquake actl·~ 

in New Zealand as a whole cover a perlod of' 108s than 
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50 years and as a consequence, use must be made of 

geological evidence in preference to statistical studies 

of recorded earthquakes. 

Within the Black Birch study area there aro signs 

indicative of tectonic movement and therefore probable 

earthquake activity since the retreat of the major 

valley glaciers. Offset ridges occur on the boundary 

of the cm.tchment and the stream channel is offset in 

the vicinity of the Great. Groove fault. Appearances 

may be deceptive, however f since the Great Groove 8J. SOl 

marks a change in lithology and to some extent struc

ture, and the offsets could be tho resul"'G of differen

tial erosion. A number of slips occur' a~ong the faul t 

zone whi.ch may be due to movements or to ir1stabili ty 

caused by the saturation and crushed l'/.a:tul. ... e of the 

materials in the fault zone. 

Perhaps the most acceptable way of describing 

earthqualce acti vi ty in the area is to put it in a. 

New Zealand-wide context. A mea.sure of the historic 

earthqual\:e activity in New ZG8_land is the a.mount of 

deformatlon found in early Quaternax'y and Pliocene 

beds ~ If' areas of diff'er:b1.g amounts of defO):ma tion 

are equ3.ted -to the underlying structure and known 

geological hi~tory then 9,:,onef:.1 of assumed levelB of 

earthqua.lce actlvi ty can be druvrn oven." New Zealand~ 

Work of this nature haB been carried out: by C1J1!1L. 

~&_Ct9_fi51, fmo.. th,e zones derived have been assigned 

val ues of fjC:LfJroic risk J tha't is flthc 1:'1811: of sB),'ious 

da.mage from earth<luakes wi thin a defined period of 



time H • The zones and estimated risks are shown in fig. 

27. Clark ,9t. al (196.5) qualify this zonation by stres

sing that ground conditions playa ma.jor role in the 

des·cructiveness of an earthqualte and that "for example 

the risk on poor gl"'ound in zone :3 is greater than the 

risk on good ground in zone 2". The reaction of the 

various grolmd conditions to earthquakes in the Black 

Birch study area has already been discussed. 

A conclusion that could be drawn from the high 

risk zonation of the Mt. Cook area and the lack of 

recorded evidence ts that the area may be 'overdue 

for an earthqualc9 or series of earthquakes. This con

clusion depends on the relative accuracy of the two 

methods of assessing earthquake activity. A greater 

understanding of selsmic activity in the Mt. nook 

area may follow studies at present being carried out 

by the D. S. I. Re of seismic activity related to the 

raising of Lake Pukakl. 

5.4 l"LOOD HISK 

IntroductiOl1 o 

(/lI'Y (/ !!·f . 
) -"' ( 

(/,:fJ'I) 
II { .. 

} 

Since no hydrological records exist :for the Black 

Birch stream, the frequency and magnitude of floods 

must be oRl clu.:la ted using indirect methods. Because 
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of the g0neral lack of ~r·t;l~ec:.mflow records in New Zealand 

most 1no ct methods arE! bBsed 01'1 overseas methods 

wlth adjustmentG made for New Zealand conditions. 
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Fig.27 New Zealand earthquake risk zones. 

1. Destruction is probable 
in several parts of the 
zone in any period of a 
hundred years. Damage is 
to be expected in 
numerous places in any 
period of tens of years. 

2. Destruction is probable 
in several parts of the 
zone in any period of a 
few hundred years. Damage 
is to be expected in 
numerous places in any 
period of a hundred years. 

3. Destruction is possible 
though not probable in 
several parts of the zone 
in any period of a few 
hundred years. Damage 
is to be expected in 
numerous places in 
any period of a few 
hundred years. 

3 

Adapted from Clark et.al (1965) 

4. Destruction is possible 
though not probable in 
several parts of the 
zone in any period of 
a few thousand years. 
Damage is to be 
expected in several 
places in any period 
of a few hundred years. 



One of the more common indirec·t methods is the use 

of empirical formulae where rainfall, catchment, and 

areal chara.cteristics are quantified and used to pre

dict the peak discharge associated with any particular 

rainfall event. 
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rrhe choice of the emplrical formula to be used in 

any particular case is difficult especially if no studies 

h~ve been carried out in areas of similar topography, 

catchment characteristics, and climatic conditions so 

that resul ts can be compared. The Black Bir.ch study i: ': 

area is such a case and the only alternative is to use 

a method that is wj.dely known and used and note the 

11m! tatj.ons of the method when appl ied to the area. 

The only empirical formula in widespread use in New 

Zealand was developed by the Sotl Conservation and 

Rivers Control Council, and is issued as Technical 

Memorandum No. 61 by the Minlstry of Works. It is 

oommonly called the TM61 Procedure and was flrst issued 

in 1953 and revised in 1959, 1961, and J.96J.~. It is 

believed that a further revision is being carried out 

at present. 

5 .t~ .. 2 The 'lIM61 Procedure 

A) The Formul 9... ~~he form1)~a for the procedure i8 t 

Qp ~ CHSAJ/ 4 

where Qp - peak di8charge. 

C .- e. constant (h;:yv:ndcmt on catohment 

I l,~ (Io,';f, 
lJat I 1/;/1 
'I 7') 11,'( 

chara.cto:r:is CQ~f'ficient) • 



R = rainfall factor. 

S = catchment shape factor. 

A := catchment area. 

Imperial units of measurement are usually used but 

for this study conversion to metric units must be made. 

i) Discharge coefficient C. Two steps are 

used to determine C. The catchment slope 

characteristic (Ws) and the catchment 

infiltration and vegetation character

istic (Wic) are determined s~parately to 

give W, the catchment flood-producing 

characteristic which determines C. Ws 

is determined fr.om fig. 28 by plotting 

the cha.nnel length again.st the average 

. channel slope J methods of calculation 

are detailed in the Memorandum. Wic is 

determined from table 6 i reference to 

sectlons on soils, vegetation and the 

hypsometric curve malee the choice of' Wic 

more accurate. The product of Ws and 

Wic gives a value for W, and C can be 

derived from fig. 29. 

1i) HainfEl.ll factor R. The rainfall factor 

is the ratio of the depth of a design 

rainfall of stated r.eturn period and 

duration to a known standard rainfall 

of the Stuns return period and dUl'a:ticm. 

The sta.i1.dard red.nfall depth is a curve 

proportional to the depth=du,l'at:i.l)n~·return 

85 
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period relationship existing at Kelburn 

(Wellington N. Z.) but which has been 

adjusted to have a rainfall intensity of 

76.2mm/hr. 
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The design rainfall can be caloulated 

usi.ng methods and maps given in llobe;:tson 

096:22.- Inherent in the TM61 procedure 

are the assumptions that the rate of rain.

fall is the same in all parts of the catch

ment and that the intensity deoreases with 

duration (that a one-hour storIn is more 

intense than a abc-hour storm). The maximum 

flood will therefore occur at the instant 

the whole catchment oontributes to the flow. 

that is at the time of concentration, and 

will be associated with rainfall intensities 

of equivalent duration to the time of OOi'l

centration o Before the time of concentra

tion the whole oatohment does not contribute 

to the f10w 8..nd after the time of ooncentra~ 

tlon the rainfall intensity de-creases. The 

time of concontration is a measure of the 

time between flood peak and the cormnenCemE!llt 

of overl and flow and/or promp"t subsurface 

flow 9 and this ocours when tho rainfall 

intel"l.sity 5.8 greater than the capacity of' the 

catchment to ab!:~orb and store wa"'cer. 

~Phe time of coneen:t:rat:ion 08.n be cal ~ 

cuJ. a ted by B. v::.1J .... lEd;y of method~3 inc1 ud:tng 
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studies of lag time between the peaks 

of a hydrograph and a hY~7ographf hydraulic 

studies using stream channel velocities, 

and empirical methods o A rough approxima

tion only is required for th1.s study, thus 

an empirical method is suitable s the formula 

used is the Bransby-Williams formula (see 

Univ~si~~~erb~!X 1212)' 

where 

Tc - 0.881 - A 0 t1g1J. 2 
t) 

To = time of concentration in 

hours. 

/L ::::: length along stream 

nel in miles (lKlll :::; 

miles). 

A ::::: area of catchment in 

square miles (lKm2 = 
0.386 sq. miles). 

,! "-

chan-

0.621 

(S \ ::: average slope of catch
\J' 

mont (peroent). 

iii) Shape factor S. ll'ig. 30 allows the shape 

factor to be read off. ~rhe val uc-.! for K 

is g),ven by the formula I 

Where 

K ::::: A/L2 

A ::::: area in F5quare mlles 

(lkm2 = 0.386 sq. miles). 

L ~ direct length to the far

thest polnt of th(:,l catch-
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Fig.30 Shape factor estimation chart for TM61 procedure. 
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ment in miles (lkm = 

0.621 miles). 

iv) Area A. The area of the catchment is 

measured (lkm2 ~ 0.386 sq. miles). 
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v) Peak discharge Qp. From the above factors 

the peak discharge is calculated and con

verted to appropriate units (lcumec = 35.28 

cusecs). 

B) Worked Example. Using data from the Black Birch 

study area the Too6l procedure was applied. 

i) Discharge coefficient C. Using the method 

proposed by Ta~+..o!: .. ?·tH~_Sch:v!11r.iz (..12-:2£2. the 

average channel slope was equal to 25.8m 

per 100m. The channel length was 3.6krn. 

From flg. 28. 

Vis c 85 

From the section on vegetation and soil S t 

the area a.bove 1365111 elevation is almost 

all bare surface () From the section on 

hypsometric analysis the difference in 

clevation between the highest and lOVi/BSt 

points in the catchnwmt is IJ.~68m, and the 

1365m e1 eva'bion is 602m e,boV'el the 10west 

point, thus 

h/H 1'1,: O./U 

then a/A 
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Therefore approximately 50% of the area 

is bare surface and the remainder is covered 

with southern-yellow-brovffi soils with long 

grass. scrub, or bush., From table ~. 

Therefore 

W :: We x Wic 

= 85 x 0.85 

== '12.3 

From fig. 29 the discharge coefficient. 

C ::: 2100 

ii) Rainfall factor R. Fig. 31 shows a graph 

of rainfall depth against duration for a 

variety of return periods, and the stand

. ard depth-duration curve for the TM61 

procedure. The time of concentration 

Was derived from the Bransby-Williams 

formulas 

To 0.881.1 
== AQ.·lSO. 2 

where L ~ 1 .. 86 

S == 25.8% 

thus To :e;: 0 0 8 hours (1~8 minutes) 0 

The rainfall factors at the time of con-

ccntration for the retut"11 periods are 

shown in tabl e '7'. 
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Fig.3l Rainfall depth duration curves for Black Birch 
catchment and TM6l standard curve. 
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Tabl e 7. Rainfall factors for TM6l 

procedure. 

Return Period Rainfall 

Years Factor 

T ::: 2 0.32 

T ::: .5 0.4.5 

T - 10 0 • .54 

T ::: 25 0!65 

T =:: 50 0.73 

T ::: 100 0.81 

iii) Shape factor S. From measurements using 

a polar planimeter the catchment area is 

479.3ha therefore 

A ::: 1.83 

The direct length to the furthest point 

in the catchment is 3 km. 

therefore 

thus 

From fig. 30 

LV) Area A. 

1 - 1.86 

K = 1.83 ~ 0.529 PR> 

s == 1.0 

A ::: 1.83 

v) Peak discharge Qp. Fig o 32 gives the peak 

discharge for various return periods. 
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C) DiscuBsion of Results. The TM61 procedure gives 

figures for the peak f1 ood·~f'l OWlS expect(~d from rainfalls' 

in the catchment. These figures require evaluation in 
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terms of the accuracy of the input data, and in terrae 

of the emphasis given to each particular factor or 

coefficient in th.e formula. 

For the slope characteristic (We), the accuracy 

of measurements of channel slope and length depend on 

the accuracy of the maps used and the easy identifica

tion of the main strea.m channel on that map. For the 

Black Birch catchment there is no more accurate map 

than the one used, but some problems were experienced 
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in tracing accurately the main stream-channel especially 

in the higher reaches of the ca:tchrnent. The channel 

chosen was one with its origin close to Mt. Annette 

since this was the most easily identified channel on 

the map and in the field. Of the ;,"Wo measurements 

the channel length is the more critical because of 

scale factors in fig. 28. 

The infiltration and ground-cover characteristic 

(Wic) is the most qualitative terra in the formula. 

While use of the hypsometric curve makes pa.rt of the 

choice quantitative. the major part of the choice 

must be based on qU31itative observations and experience. 

Field observations suggest that the soil::l in the catch

ment are highly absorbent. but the impermeable glacial 

material and bedrock close to the surface may cause 

prompt sub-sur.face flow to be a major feature of the 

catchment. In un-vegetatod aroas the rock is in general 

intensely ~jointed and f:l."uquently covered by a layer 

of scree so that watEH," movement could be restricted, 

and runoff lEj probably only slightly more r'ap:i.d than 



in the vegetated areas. The infiltration and ground

cover charac'~eristic was chosen with these character-

is tics in mind. 
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For the rainfall factor (R) data are derived from 
~.. ' 

Rober~~D (1263). To test the accuracy of these date, 

the method was extended to give depth values for a 

duration of 24 hours with' various re'turn periods. 

These values were compared with values obtained in 

earlier sections of this study using data from the 

N. Z. Meteorological Service and analysed using the 

Bumbel method. In statistical tests of the means of 

the two sets of values (using StudentQ s \'t/''test) were 

found to be significantly the same at the 5% level of 

confidence. Therefore the rainfall depths calculated 

for the time of concentration are probably reI iabl eo 

Maxwell (1962) noted large increases in rainfall depth 

wi th al ti tude but for short dura"bions this variation 

is probably not significant. The time of concentration 

can be fairly arbitrary as long as it is less than two 

hours. The figures for rainfall intensity derived 

using the time of concentration are within the same 

order of magnitude as those commonly experienced in 

the area. The intensities for the particulfH' return 

periods are sh.own in table 8. 
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Table 8 - Rainfall intensities. 

Return Period Rainfall intensity 

T ::: 2 27 Iron/hr. 

'r ::: 5 38 rom/hr. 

T :: 10 46 rom/hr. 

T ::: 25 56 rom/hr. 

T ::: 50 63 mm/hr .. 

T ::: 100 69 rom/hr. 

The catchment shape factor (S), and the area factor 

(A), depend on the accuracy of the maps ava:i.lable and 

the accuracy of the measurements taken from them. Be

cause of the prominent ridge lines the cs.tchment bounda

ries a.re easily determined and direct measurements of 

area and I ength can be made accura tel y. 

The values for the infiltration and ground cover 

charac·teristics (Wic) and the rainfall fac'tor (R) are 

the most difficult to determine. Their importance 1n 

the formula is therefore greater than the importance 

of factors for shape (S) and area (A), Of the two, 

the rainfall factor is probably more important because 

it varies with the return peri.od while tho infiltration 

a.nd ground-cover charaoteristic remain constant. 

Empirical methods cannot be expected to give 

absolute values for flood pee.k~3 but they CEU1. give an 

indication of the order of magnitude and an indication 

of the relative size of flood pealcs for various return 

periods. Even this information is useful for the eal

cUlation of d.slcs. For example if fig. 32 is redrawn 

on normal graph papel' it can' be r:::een that the flood 

j HE LIBRARY 
UNIVLr\:ii Ii Of CAi'J TERBURY 

CH:~ISI ,:.HIJ\"Ci I. Il.T. 



peaks increase ra.pidly up to the 20-30 year return 

period and then the curve flattens out (fig, 33). 

If the risk is assessed in mainly economic terms it 

may be found that a flood of this order of return 

period may be the maximum justlfiable design-flood. 

5.4.3 The Rational Method, 

A well-ln1ovm and relatively simple al ternatlve 

to the TM61 procedure is the Rational method which 

has the formul a I 

where 

Qp =: CiA 

Qp :: peak dischar.ge. 

C =: a catchment runoff coefficient. 

i :: design rainfall intensity at the 

time of concentration in inches/ 

hour (lin:: 25.4 mm). 

100 

A == area of catchment i.n acr.es (1 acre := 

O.l~ ha). 

The value for the runoff coefficlen t coo! be derived 

from a number' of charts (see examples in 9ho~;ili!± and 

Univ~er8ii.'L_of:..J2ante:t;'l)~1£Y-1.212), or the method can be made 

more quantitative if the term for the ):,unoff coefficient 

is abandoned and the term for the design rti.lnfal1 inten-, 

sity is modified 'to give the lIeffective ra:lnfall inten

stty". The effective rainfall intensity can be defined 

a.s thf3 design rainfall less the X"atc-l of infil tratton, 

that is the quantity of rainfall 8.vai1801 e to form 
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overland flow. An assumption is made that interception 

storage and evapotranspir.ation is insignificant. 

Infil tration is a measure of the flow of water 

through the soil surface. Initially the rate of infil

tration may be high, but usually reduces to a much 

lower constant rate controlled by "the zone in the soil 

with the lowest rate of water transmiss.ion. The rate 

of infiltration can be no greater thOO1 the permeability 

of that layer. For lEt. short dU:l."ation rainfall the 

infi1 trat:i.on ra.te is nearly equivalent to the permea

bility of the surface layer. If, as is the cane with 

the Black Birch catchment, a thin soil layer overlies 

an almost impermeable substrate, and both have steep 

surface slopes, then the infi1 tration rate is controlled 

by the rate of water movement downslope through the 

soil layer. If hydrostatic f6rces in the soil layer 

are ignored the maximum possible infiltration rate is 

equal to the permeablll ty of the solI layer. 

Permeabil i ty can be measured by a variety of labo-

ratory and in situ tests, but in this study it was found 

necessary to constl.~uct a permemneter (deta.ils of the 

construction and calibration are outlined in appendix 

3). Thirty soil samples were tested and there was 

about a 30% rejection rate due to piping failure or 

ir!1permc~ar)le sampler:;. The average value for the coef~ 

ficient of permeability was 1. '7 x lO-3mm/see. This 

gives a maximum possible infiltration ratG of 6.1mm/hour 

ave).'" the area,:;:: in the catchment co·'.;e:ced by glacial 

deposS.ts and colllnyiulTl. No value for the infiltration 
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rate could be determined for the areas of bare rock 

and scree, but as an approximation based on qualitative 

observations the same value is used. The design and 

effective rainfall intensities for various return 

periods are shown in table 9. 

Table 9 Design and effective rainfall intensities. 

Return Design Effective 

period mm/hr mm/hr 

T :J::: 2 27.0 20.9 

T ::;:: 5 38.0 31.9 

T ::: 10 46.0 39.9 

T :::: 25 .56.0 49.9 

T == .50 63.0 56.9 

T :: 100 69.0 62.9 

By using the Rational formula 

Qp :::: CiA 

and substituting values of effectj.ve rai.nfall for the 

terms C and i the peak flood-flows for various return 

periods are shown in table 10. 

Tabl. e 10 Pea.k Flood Flows. 

Return Qp % 
period cumecs difference 

- ----
T I: 2 27.2 8 Q O 

T :;;;: .5 41.8 0.5 

'f :;:: 10 52.1 4.2 

T ~. 25 65.1 8.5 

T :;;;: 50 74-. :3 9.3 

T = 100 83.6 11 • .5 
10-... --
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The percentage difference between the results obtained 

using the TM61 procedure and the Rational method can be 

seen. Limitations on the accuracy of the resl)~ ts fl.'om 

the Rational method are similar to the limitations 

inherent in the TM6l procedure. 

5.404 Channel Capacity. 

A) The Manning Formula. The derived peak flood

flows for a variety of return periods can now be compared 

wi th the capacity of the channel. '.rhe area of parti-

cular concern is in the lower channel reaches. One 

method of determining the channel capacity is -bo use 

the Manning formulae 

where 

Q =: .{l/n)AR 2/)Si 

Q := discharge. 

n :::: Manning's coefficient of bed roughness. 

A =: cross-sectional area. 

R == hydraul 10 radius. 

S :::: slope of the energy grad:i.0nt. 

Metric units are used throughout. 

The IVIa.nlling formula was originally intended for 

use w1.th uniform or gradw:dly varied flow conditions, 

and was developed from laboratory fItune tests. Its 

major use is in the design of cane.ls, f'leWer rsystems 

and other hydrau.lio works. It can b~ applied to catch~ 

ment st;udi.es wherG its main value ir~ in the calcula;tion 

of flood flows when for I~ome rel3.gon flows CQuld 
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not be recorded during the flood event. In this appli

cation it is often referred to as the "slope-area method lf
• 

Wi th the exception of the "n" value all the terms, 

a.re quantitative. The value for the Manning coefficient 

(n) can be determined from a number of charts and 

photographic comparisons, and in this case B~es (1261) 
-

and ghow (19591. were used. Various degrees of complex! ty 

can be included in the formula, especially in consi

deration of the value for Sf but for this study a measured 

channel cross-section from below the Sebastopol bridge 

was taken to be uniform over a distance of 20m; the 

value for S was taken to be the 8lope of the wa.tar 

surface present when the cross-section was measured 

(summer thaw condi tiona with flowe 81 igh tl Y above normal) p 

and the value for n was considered constant over the 

whole cross-section. The typical oross-section is. 

shown in fig. 34. Q is calculated for successive stages 

above the channel bottom and the resul ts are ShO\,ffi in 

table 11. The water velocity can also be calculated 

using the formulat 

V :: (l/n) R2/3S1t 

and the resu1 'ts are al so shown in table 11. 
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Table 11. Stage-discharge cal cu1ations. -
Stage A Wetted R 

Perimeter 
S n -v Q,-

m m2 m m m/m rri/ -. s cumaca 

1.0 3.20 6.5 0.49 0.05 0.063 2.21 7.06 

2.0 9.36 10,,3 0.91 0.05 0.063 3.33 31.1;9 

2.5 13.66 12.2 1.12 0.05 0 .. 063 3.83 52.26 

3.0 19.08 14.1 1.35 0005 0.063 4.33 8~.68 

. 3.5 2/}" 94 16.1 1.55 0.05 0.063 4.74 118.25 

4.0 31.56 18.1 1.74 0.05 0.063 5.13 161 Q 92 

6.0 63.68 25.9 2.46 0.05 0.063 6.46 411.57 

8.0 109.80 33.7 3.26 0.05 0.063 7.80 856.17 

8.3 126.12 36.0 3.50 0.05 0.063 8.17 1030.90 

B) Discussion. By comparing the values of Q 

derived using the Manning formula and the e~pected 

flood peaks derived from e1 ther the 'l'M61 procedure 

or the Rational formula, it can be seen that floods 

with a re'tu;l"n period up to T ::: 22 can be accommodated 

in the first 2m stage. and the floods with retUl.'"'l1 per

lods up to T :: 100 can be accommodated in the first 

3m stage. But before the simple conclusion outlined 

above can be aocepted a number of hnportant featu.res 

require discussion. 

The methods of deterrllining both the expected f1 ood 

flows and the capacity of the channel are based on 

empirical formulae and a largo number of.' assumptions 

have been made so that these simple formulae ec-m be 

used. The assumpti.ons made in cal culi3.ting the expected 

f1 Dod pealts have al ready 1)00n discusGed ~ '.rhe li),f.)su.mp-
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tiona made in the Manning formula are that the cr08S

sectional area does not change during anyone flow 

event, that the channel is of uniform shape, that the 

slope of the energy gradient is constant for all flow 

events, and that the value for n does not change during 

anyone flow event. Alluvial stream-beds are character

ised by continUal change and the Blaclr; Birch stream i.e 

no exception. Considerable changes can often be seen 

following minor floods in the upper part of the stream 

channel, and since the section of the stream channel 

under discussion has recently been excavated and has 

probably not yet reached equilibrium, changes in the 

cross-sectional area could be expected. During floods 

large quantities of bedload material could be expected 

to move downstream ·thus effectively reducing the cr088-

sectional area. 

The channel shape has an importan:'c influence on 

the slope of the energy gradient; rapid changes in the 

bed or sides of the channel cause rapid changes j.n the 

profile of the water surfa.ce and thUf3 affect calcu

lations of the slope of the energy gradient. Cha,nnel 

curvature compI ica'tc1s ·the 8i tua tien becl:l.UfJe of varia

tions in streFJ.m velocitYt surface profUe, and areas 

of sedimel1.t deposi -Cion and scour around the cu:t've. 

The value for n normally decreases with in.creasing 

flow but this depends to a large degree on th.e shape 

of the channel cross-section. 
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5.4.5 Discussion. 

There is probably very little chance of a flood. 

with a return pariod of T = 100 overtopping the exca

va ted channel r the flood, with T :: 100 cal cuI a ted us ing 

the TM61 procedure, would have to be 13 times larger 

than the channel capacity cal oula:ted using Mannings 

formula. Even allowing for assumptions and errors 

in both calculat.5..ons. and the hydrology of the larger 

area p -the margin between the two calculations is sig

nificant. 

Because of the method of channel formation, scour 

could be the mos't critical factor in determining tho 

effectivehess of' the protection works along the channel. 

The design concepts that appear to have been used in 

constructing the channel are ou..lGlined in app~mdiK 10 

of ;t1cll.eson {l2§Jll. In brief, the channel is rock-ralced 

and the larger partiel <:!s are used as rip-rap a1 ong 

the sides of th·e channel. The finer material is removed 

by subsequent floods,. and the pr000l;sS is repeated u.ntll 

a. presumably stable channel has been formed. 

1J.1he method overlooks the fact tha.t in an environ·" 

ment of active aggradatiol1 f such as on the fan, all the 

materla1s present must have been transportod to, and 

deposited on, "the fan by the stream (except for a small 

amount of material that may have been derived frOll"! 

rock-falls off the Sebastopol butt1. ... ess) 0 'ro be c€<rtain 

'that this rip~rap material cannot be tranr::lported further 

by the strearl1 implies that ei.ther the climate or the 
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vegeta.tion in the ca.tchment has changed sO that flood 

,peaks are no longer as large as those which originally 

transported the materlal. 

There is certainly evidence that vegetation ~l.as 

changed due to pre-European ffild European bun1ings, and 

a gradual lncrease in interception storage and evapo

transpiration following the burning could decrease the 

size of the flood penks. The increase would probably 

be insignificant after vegetation was re-established. 

Long-term climatic change hac} occurred since the last 

glacial advance and may have resul ted In an increase 

in temperature and possibly in rainfall. Since the 

late 1800's the Tasman and Mueller gls,ciars have down

wasted. This suggests a warming of the 01 ironte ot' 

possibly an lncrease in rainfall, yet from the r'f:!cords 

available no significan·t increase can be found (KoJ::.2 

19,28). Evidence for significant climatic and vegeta

tional changos is therefore 81 igh t and if 'they di.d 

occur the changes wow.d probably be so Bmall as to 

have no noticeable eff(;~ct during the deslgn-llfe of 

the stl~ctures on the fru1. 

Some of the boulders used hi the rill-ra,p are 

la.rger th,an those f01md on the fan apex and may have 

been moved from furthor upstream or from the surface 

of the ap(;lX (possibly the cause of tho incons:tst(:mt 

resul ts in tracti ve=fo:cce an.d particlGk·sizG studies 

of the 730m traverse on the fan). Partlcles with (;):!:1 

. t d '!. • " t 1 . . h . ln erme :ux~e axl.S or up .0 m are common lJl 1i e :c:t 

rap, and am::uming they would bE! moved aJ~ong a channel 



with a slope of 0.05 m/m the dS product would be around 

0.0.5. 

The original tracti V'e force formula was adap'ted 

to give\ the dS product which is the product of the 

length of the intermediate axis of a particle and the 

slope 011 which it was deposited Q The length of the 

axis wa.s taken as an approximation of the depth of 

flow. When considering the channel t however, the depth 

of flow can be approximated by the hydraulic radiusl 

thus for floods of a return period of up to T = 100 the 

maximum dS product will be 0.064. 

Since the dS product for particles in rip-rap 

is less than the dS produet of the stream for a. flood 

of T ::: 100 it is probable that these particles COtLld 

be moved by a flood of this return l)Griod. Fig. 3.5 

shows the relationship betvveen discharge, stage, return, 

period, dS product, and length of the intermediate 

axis. The graph shows that particles with an inter

mediate axis of 1m can theoretically be moved by a 

flood with a return period in excess of T := I~, years. 

Three quaJ. ifications must be noted. In the first 

. place that the flgures used in the graph are N'5I.sed 

mainly on. empirical relations. The return-period

discharge relationshlp is based on the TM61 procedure, 

the stage-discharge rela:Honship on the Manntng formula, 

and the stage~dS product relationship is based on a.p

proximations of the tractiv€l=force equation. The 

second qualifieation that Bhould. be considered is 

that a dynamlc system is lrlvol ved t and a smell va:clat1.on 
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in the value of n or S due to a change in the cross

sectional characteristics or profile of the stream 

during a flood event can alter the shape of the stage

discharge graph greatly, thus changing the return period

dS product relationship. The third qual ification is 

that the graph only appl ies to the section of the channel 

that was considered as typical. for every other section 

of the channel it is possible that the relationships 

are not the same. 

The calculations give an approximation of the 

size a flood would have to be beforEi -the protective 

works in the channel Were damaged. ~rllis does not 

necessarily imply flooding 011 the fan surface. It 

should be noted that a flood with a return period of 

T :: 4 contains 52% of the f10w of a f100d with a return 

period of '1' = 100. A flood capable of damaging the 

protective worlts and consequently causing the flooding 

of the fan-surface would probably have a return period 

of significantly greater than four yoars. 

5.5 SITE SUITABILITY 

It would appear that the decision to site buildings 

on the fan was considered in tonns of aspect, 01 ima..1t,;e, 

access, and a variety of social and ooonomlo features. 

li'rom a geologic!:d point of view the rdte offers advan~ 
J 

tages of foundation conditions, 81ope~ and drainage 

that are not very easy to find elsewhe:ce wi thin the 

Par1e boundaries. 

(v,..·t 
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It could be that in comparison with other sites the 

combined advantages of the Blacle Birch fan site out

weighed the hazards inherent in the site, and the 

geological risk. is therefore acceptable ~ The advantages 

of the site will continue to increase as development 

proceeds because of the social and financial disrup

tion that would be caused by the use of an alternative 

site • 

.5.6 IMPACTS. 

Any engineering work involves some impact of the 

environment. From observ-ations and using Le~.£LJl.21U 

as a basi's the following actions will have a dioturbing 

effect on the environment of the Black Birch fan I 

i) River control, (!hannel excavation, chennel 

revetments, check dams. 

ii) Alteration of ground cover, paving and 

sealing, landscaping, weed control. 

iii) Addit;ion of buil dings. oxidation ponds, 

roads and trails, pipelines, transmission 

lines. 

During the period of construc:.tion these impacts 

could be high, and visually at least, be out of keeping 

with the rest of the environmen·t. '£he USC-l of land

scaping will probably lessen the impact. 

In the long term little can be done to lmpl"ove 

the appearance of the river control works, and indic:a

t:tons are that continu.al 1'l1aj,ntenanoe of th(~~ channel 
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will be required. This may ~nvolve the addition ,of 

rip-rap to the upper reaches, and removal of sediment 

from the lower reaches of the channel. To conform with 

National Park ideals rip-rap will have to be aquired 

and sediment disposed of outside the park boundariesJ 

control may be required to minim:i.se disturbance to 

the environment and to the park user·s enjoyment of 

the area during this work. 
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6. SUMMARY. 

The increasing pressut'e on tourist faeil i ties 

at Mt. Coole has forced building onto a recently active 

fan surface at the outlet of a mountainous catchment. 

Climatic conditions are severe, and of major importance 

are high in tensi ty rainfall B occurring mainl y in the , 

summer months. Vegetation in the catchment comprises 

a fairly typice~ alpine community with vertical zonation 

due partly to 01 imate and partly to the nature of the 

soil substrL':l,:te. Two possible episodes of burning 

can be identified. 

Tho area is within the Torlesse Group of groywaclce, 

argillite and low grade schist of Permian to Jurasslc 

age uplifted most recently in the Kaikoura Orogeny. 

Two major faults trend north-south and between ,them 

schist crops out. A major anticline occurs along the 

souther-fl boundary of the catchment, and possibly several 

smaller antlclines occur to the north of the Great 

Groove Faul t. Pleistocene glaciations affected the 

area and retr{~ated from it sometime be~ween 5120 years 

D. P. and 530 years B. P. A deposit, probably of out

wash material, is found 1n the catchment and has a 

vertical thickness of 150m. '1'hi8 ma..lcerial is best 

described by the obsolete term tlboulder claytl. ]~arge 

areas of scree material are ,found above tr1<?) out,"VID-8h. 

Tracti ve-forc~e studies vn.~re carried out on the 

fan, and a decreasH in tracti VEl -force &md max5.nlum 

particle-Elizo dow'n fan could bE) identified in three 
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out of four traverses. A positive correlation between 

maximum particle-size and slope was observed. No sig

nificant area~ variations in grrulule and sand size 

particles were found. Three factors leading to fan 

forma,tion, f1 Dod flows p sediment supply t and water 

losses, are suggested and the mechanism outlined. 

Stream cross-sections and particle sizes were measured 

in the upper reaches of the stream. A longitudinal 

profile was derived and it was determined that sediment 

size increases downstream towards the gorge section 

at the apex of the fan. This is probably the result 

of an over supply of sediment in the upper reaches of 

the stream. 

Area-a! ti tude analysis was carried out on the 

catchment and about 50% of the area is below 40% of 

the total 1"01 ief. An average vtu1ey wall profile was 

derived and the average slope of the catchment was 

foun.d to be 37.8°. The surface area of the catchment 

was found to be 617ha compared with the map area of 

479ha. Quantitative slope-aJ.lalysis was performed 

using tV10 methods to give the areal extent of various 

slopes. The average slope determined by this method 

was 37°. Slope stability was discussed and it was 

observed that landslides are not a common feature of' 

the catchment. Avalanches descend part of the stream 

,channel in late winterf the:Lr' classification 18 oug

gested 9 their movement described, and their importance 

in depositing debris in the channel is noted. 



The concept of geological risk is introduced. 

Possible geological risks caused by avalanches, fires, 

landslides, earthquakes, high intensity rainfalls and 

floods, and the possible interactions between them, 
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are described. It is concluded that hazards from 

avalanches and landslides are not significant, that 

hazards from fires depend on human behavior and manage

ment policies, and that high-intensity rainfalls create 

hazards in the form of floods. Earthquakes and n oads 

are thought to be significant risks. 

Li ttle contemporary evidence was found to support 

the idea that earthquakes would be a significant hazard 

al though th:i.s contradicts historical evidence. It 

was thought best to use a method widely used throughout 

New Zealand to asses earthqualce risk and the need for 

further study was stressed. 

To assoss the hazard from floods, an approximation 

of the size of fl,pod had to be made. Two methods are 

used; the first is the empirical TM6l Procedure and 

the second the Rational method. For the latter an 

approximation of infi1 tration was requil"'ed which entailed 

the design and cons't;ruction of a constant-head perInea

meter. Both methods gave similar results for floods of 

equivalent return pertod. The capacity of the channel 

to handle these floods was calculated using the Manning 

formula. 'llhe stabil i ty of the material in the cha11nel 

to the flow conditions was calculated using tlH!: tractive 

force equation. 



It is determined that the channel has a capacity 

1) times greater than the maximum ce'J.culated flood, 

but that the channel material will be unstable in 

flows with a return period of four years. Because of 

the number of assumptions in the calculations it is 

concluded that a flood will have to have a return 

period signlficently greater than four years before 

flooding will occur on the fan. 
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The 8.dvantages of the si to are discussed and it 

is determined that probably the social and economic 

factors outweigh the threat from geological ha.zards. 

a.nd that in terms of the total development the geolo

gical risk is probably acceptable. The most serious 

impact on the environment that the development will 

have, will be the can tinual roain tenance of the eha.nnel ~ 

Three appendices are attached. The flrst is an 

outl ine of the statistics of ex'tremes used in analysing 

meteorological and hydrological data, 'l'he second is 

a bibliography of geology and glaciology of the Mt. 

Cook ~Na:tlon:ll Park. The third is an outline of the 

design and construction of a constant head perm0ameter~ 
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APPENDIX 1 - THE STATISTICS OF EXTREMES. 

1. Introduction. 

I f an infini te number of rainfall of streamflow 

readings are recorded there will be high and low values, 

but the majority of the readings will tend to be some

where near the central value. If the frequency of 

occurrence is graphed against the quantity of rainfall 

or streamflow a curve approaching the normal distribu

tion should result. If a sample is taken from the 

infinite popUlation and graphed in the same way it 

should approximate the shape of the infinite popula

tion, if it is a representati.v~,; sample. Should a sample 

from the 1nfini te population be intentionall y biased 

to the high or low values a skewed distribution resul ta. 

With maximum 24 hour rainfalls the sample from 

the totw. number of rainfalls is biased in favour of 

heavy rainfalls with a low frequency of occurrence. 

The graph of frequency of occurrency against quantity 

of rainfru.l can be seen in fig. 36. The curve is left~ 

skewed, thus the sample can be considered to be a 

sample of extreme values~ Extreme values can b-a ana.

lysed by a number of methods~ but the most common 

method for meteorological or hydrological data is the 

Gumbel method. 

}i'or the purposes of this f:'.ltudy a worked example 

of the G umbel method is BhOV/tl Hslng data of tho maximum 
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24-h~ur rainfall for each year on record for the period 

1928-1974. References by Robertson (196]) and the World 

Mete9ro1ogical Organization (1967) gi ve a more compre

h~nsive summary of the theory behind the method. 

2. Worked Example. 

Step 1. Records of yearly maximum 24-hour rainfall 

for the. period 1928-1974 cover 35 years. The number 

(n) of discrete values In the sample therefore is 3.5. 

Each discrete value is a record of rainfallin'mm and 

is designated X. The observed rainfalls are listed 

in ascending order and ranked. The rank is designated 

m and is in fact the cumUlative relative frequency of 

each observation. 

Year 

1930 
1971 
1963 
1951 
1953 
1939 
1966 
1974 
1972 
19

'
i-7 

1968 
1932 
1960 
1965 
1959 
1954 
1961 
1964 
1958 
1933 
19/}9 
19/./-8 
1973 
1962 
1969 
1967 
1931(-

X(mm) 

89.9 
124.8 
153.7 
157.5 
160.5 
162.6 
171.5 
174.5 
176.1 
177 ~ 8 
182.4 
189.2 
199. q, 
199.1I, 
204.5 
208.3 
209.0 
221.2 
235.0 
2J}3.6 
Zlf8.9 
25h.o 
259.0 
262.1 
264.2 
287.0 . 
288.8 

1 
2 
3 
4 
g 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
13 
15 
16 
1 '1 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
21} 
25 
26 
27 

.027 

.056 

.083 

.111 

.139 

.167 

.19/.,1-

.222 

.250 

.278 

.306 

.333 

.361 

.361 

.In 7 

.4/{-tj-

.472 

.51 Lj. 
• .528 
.556 
.583 
.611 
.639 
.667 
.694, 
.722 
• '750 

T 

1.03 
1.'06 
1.09 
1.12 
1.16 
1.20 
1.2'-1-
1.29 
1.33 
1.37 
1.44 
1.50 
1.56 
1 ~ 56 
1.72 
1.80 
1.90 
2.06 
2.12 
2.25 
2. J~,O 
2.57 
2.7'1 
3.00 
3.2'7 
3.60 
4.00 

Table 12. 
Calculation of 
T. 
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Table 12 cont. 

Year X(mm) M 0 T 
1950 292.1 28 .778 4.50 
1952 292.1 28 .778 4.50 
1940 295.9 30 .833 6.00 
1936 299.7 31 .861 7.19 
1931 30,.3 32 .889 9.01 
1955 317. , 33 .917 12.1 
1935 335.3 34 .9414- 17.9 
19/+2 558.8 35 .972 3.5.7 

Step 2. The "plotting position", that is the 

probabi1i ty of non-exceedence of the rainfall of the 

mth rank is calculated using the formulaJ 
if. _ m 
1'-ii+1 

However sta.tistics of rainfall are most meani.ngfu1 

when expressed in terms of "recurrence interval" or 

"return period". The-return period is the mean number 

of years wi~hin which a particular rainfall will be 

equalled or exceeded. 

The plotting position can ,be expressed, in terms 

of return period T using the equations 

T - 1 - I=ID. 
This means that the highest observed value (m ::: n) 

is assigned a return period of (n + 1) years. If the 

highest observed value was assigned a return period 

of 11 years then the fol1owlng situation woul d rasu! t J 

wi th the series of' 35 rainfall s rmiked ]. to 35 in 

increclsing order of magnitude f the largest rainfall 

has a proba'bil i t.y of 3.5/35. If the serios was arranged 

in dec:ceasing of magnitude the largest r'~,infal1 would 

have a pl"obabil.i:ty of 1/35 so that the Eium of tho 'I;wo 

probabilities, which in theory f:{hould always be 1, l~J :36/35. 



Step 3. T or ~ is plotted against X on Gumbel 

probability paper. Gumbel probability paper has an 

arithme.tic X axis and the Y axis is graduated with 

three related scales. 

i) A linear Y scale. 

ii) A probability scale on which the gradua

tions are related to the Y scale by th.e 

equation 

~ c exp (-e-Y), 

which simplifies to 

Y = ··1og (-1 og ~). 

iii) A return period scale which is related 

to the probability Beale by the equation 

T ::: _111\ 
l-~ 

Commercially-printed qumbol graph paper is avails,ble 

marked in -terms of the return period. T and X are 

plotted on Gumbel pro ba,bil i ty paper in fig. 7. 
\ 
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Step II,. With reference to fig. 7 the plotted points 

fall approximately around a straight). ina 0 Aline 

drawn by eye can be fitted or aline C811 be fitted uf-Jil1g 

the equations 

x == y/q(. 4- U or y = co«x-u) 

where 1/« :: parameter of dispersion :''Z O. ?Lj. 

and u :;;: parameter of central value:: X _ ~'l. 

s = standard deviation. 

x =: mean .• 
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In this case. 
Q 

x::: n ::: 234.3 mm 

s =/~xz.-n<xij= 81.1 mm. 
f"\ 

thus 1/0<;:: 63.) mm 

u ::: 197.8 mm. 

By using th.ese values in 

y ::: P<.(x-u) 

i ::: 197.8 + 63.3, 

Where x is a partioul ar val ue on the X seal e. 

This is a straight line adjusted to observations on the 

probability paper. 

Step 5. The equation 

x ::: 197.8 + 63.)y 

is sol ved by giving arbitrary values to y. Since y is 

related to T t rainfalls for specified r~turn periods 

can be found. Values for y can be found by using the 

formula 

y ::: -1og (··1 og qj) 

for the range of values in the samp1 e, or it ca.n be read 

directl y from standard statistical tabl as 0 

Return Period. T 2 5 10 25 50 100 

Value of Y .37 1.5 2t25 3.2 3.9 4.6 

Value of 63.3y 23.4 95.1 Ih3 203 247 292 

Value of u 197.8rmn 
A 

Estimate of X corresponding 

to T 221 293 3'+0 400 4·'i-5 489nlll1 D 

A 
x :: 19'7.8 ';' 6)q3y. 

years. 



Step 6. Confidence intervals for the rainfall 

estimates derived in step 5 can be calculated using 

Bernier and Veron's method where 
A <:.. 
X -d! 
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Tl and T2 are parameters, the function of n and of ~. 

These values are read off ahornogram prepared by Bernier I . 
and Veron for confidence intervals of 70% and 95%. 

Return Period T 

Estimate of 
A 

X 

2 

221 

C~mfiq.e!loe inteL~L of 95% 

Values of 

parameters for 

n = 35 Tl 

T2 

Values of terms 

0.4 

0.21 

S t:: 81.1 TIS 32.4 

T2S 17.0 

Upper 11m! t of 
. ;\ 

conf~dence x + TIS 25304 

Lower limit of 
• . /I. 

conf1.dence x ~ T 2S 204.0 

Conf,~dence h2t~ry"'al of 'ZO~ 

Values of 

parameters for 

n = 35 0.17 

o .1 /} 

Values of terms 

S Ii: 81.1 IJ: (-.! 13 8 
1'-' • 

T C" IJ 4 . 2';> • • 

10 

340 

1.1 

0.6 

1.,,29.2 

291. :3 

0.38 

0.32 

30.8 

26.0 

100 years. 

489 mlTl. 

1.7 

1.12 

137.9 

90.8 

626.9 mm. 

398.2 mm. 

0.72 

0.59 



Upper limit of 

confidence x + TIS 234.8 370.8 547.4 rom. 

Lower limit of 

confidence x - T 28 209.6 314.0 441.2 Dlm. 

These values can be plotted on the gra,ph and lines 

drawn between them to display graphically the confi-

dence intervals (fig. 7). 

3. Extrapolation. 

Essentially the statistical procedures carried 

out consist of fitting data to a straight line and 

making the assumption that the straight line continues 

past the highest value 1)1 otted. The probl em of how 

far the line should be continued is usually solved 

by using rule of thumb methods. Hydrologists using 

the Gumbel method to predict flood flows often do not 

extend the ·line beyond a value of the return period 

equal to twice the duration of the observations. 

However, if justified in terms of economicls p the line 

is often extended to the predicted life of a structure 

that may be affected by floods and may thus exceed 

the above figuref 

In this study since both the predicted life of 
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the stru.ctures that may be affected indlrectly by the 

rainfall, and the rule of thumb method outlined above, 

tend to give the same return period, an arbitrary figure 

of 100 years is the maximum predinted. 



4. Conclusion. 

On fig. 7 departures from the fitted line can be 

seen especially for the higher return periods. These 

departures may indicate that the length of record is 

insufficient for accurate statistic8~ analysis, or 

that there is an incorrect assumption in the statisti

cal procedure. The basic assumption in the procedure 

is that rainfalls vary in depth in a systematic way 

irrespective of origin, and that local climatic condi

tions do 110t al tel." the frequency distribution of the 

rainfalls. It ca.n be seen that the value for T ::: 35.7 

<'558mm) has a large depal"ture from the fitted line 

and that if this value was ignored a fitted line could 

be drawn that would be more representative of the 
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other plotted val Ues. But rainfall s of the same order 

of magn.itude as T :::: 35.7 have also been recorded in 

1914- (approximately 609mm by D~:i), 8l1d 1957 

(4·91.2rnm. by N. Z. Meteorological Service), but cannot 

be recol"'ded on the graph because of incomplete yearly 

records. Two separate mechanisms of rainfall formation 

could possibly be hypothesised to c1.ccount for the 

two m8.rkedly different groups of rainfall depths recorded. 

The fi "tted 1 ine :i.El 8. compr'omls0 between the two groups, 

and for values of T ~~ 1 to T :;;: 4.5 it is 8. good repre

sentati.on of the data p for values of T := Lt .5 to T =20 

tho 1 ine gives values th[-I.t an~ too high, and for T :;:; 20 

to T := 100 values that are too low. 
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APPENDIX 3 - DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF 

CONSTANT - HEAD PERMEAMETER. 

1. Design. 
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During the course of field study, measurements of 

permeability of the soil layers were required. It was 

found during preliminary experimen:tation that constant

head and falling-head permeameters used in the School 

of Engineering were unsatisfactory both in operation 

and for field use. 

Requirements of performance and operation are 

listed. These aret 

i) The permeameter should be able to handle 

undisturbed samples. 

ii) The permeameter's performance should not 

be influenced by sil t a.nd clay-sized 

particles. 

iii) The permeameter should be able to be 

transported and used in other than labora

tory conditions. 

iv) Costs and complexity should be kept to 

a minlmum. 

The permeameter was constructed to these specifi

cations, with the following features: 

i) Soil samples can be collected :i.n the field 

in a relatively undisturbed state by 

forci.ng the sample tube into the ground. 

It was found tha.t the samples could be 
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preserved by wrapping plastic round them 

and sealing them tightly with tape. Up to 

10 samples could be collected at one time 

and were light enough to be carried. 

ii) Because the flow direction' through the 

sample is against gravity, clay and silt-

sized particles tend to remain in suspen- J' 
sion; in all but very permeable samples 

the water collected after permeation through 

the samples was clear. The water pressure 

was found to be sufficient to cause flow, 

but not enough to cause frequent piping 

failur.e of the samples. 

iii) The permeameter was. light enough to be 

carried in one hand, and the only reqnire-

ment for use was a standard l2mm garden-hose 

and water supply. 

iv) Use of standard pipe fittings required a 

minimu.m of engineeringr the only work that 

required special tools was turning down 

the sarllple holders, and turning out a cavity 

for the rubber seal. Par.ts cost about 

$25-·00. 

2~ Construction. 

Fig. 37 shows the construction of the perme2JUeter. 

3. Calibration. 
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Fig.3? construction of a constant-head permeameter. 

. ~ 1 /S/s*Flexible Conduit Connector 

~ ~ ____ --fo 

V2~ Brass / 

Turncock / 

fit Gat v Elbow 

-Reservoir 

112· Galv. Backnuts 

-1/2· 1.0. Galv.Pipe 

Detail of sample 
hoI der 

2 Galv Nipple 

Turned 
dow n to 
remove 
thread 

, 

from one end 

______ r Galv.Plug 

___ Vi'x2· Galv. Red. Tee 

1.:\!:::===_112" Galv. N ippl e 

~ Ru bber Seal 

",,- 3/S'Scrowod Rod 

~2''' Gatv.Ftange 

:-- 2'" Gatv.Backnut 

r--- 2* Galv. Nipple 

-----lIi'x i" Gal v. Red. Tee 
... L'.-.u----- 2 Ga tv. P lug 

1!2"'Galv Nipple 
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To test the operation of the permearneter ten /amPles 

taken in close proximity to one another were -tested. 

The following results were obtained. 

Qml L mm hmm 

568 86 '520 

568 76 520 

568 81 520 

568 86 520 

568 86 520 

568 84 520 

568 81 520 

568 100 520 

568 86 520 

568 90 520 

Using the formulae 

K=~ 
hAt 

where 

A mm2 

163.28 

163.28 

163.28 

163.28 

16;.28 

163.28 

163.28 

163.28 

163.28 

,163~ 28 

t sec. K 
mm/sec. 

204.4 2.82 x 10-3 

86.9 5.85 x 10-3 

75.4 7.19 x 10-3 

62.1 9.26 x 10-3 

197.2 2.92 x 10-3 

44.8 1.26 x 10-3 

184.4 4 -3 2.9 x 10 

,?l~. 8 8.94 x "10 -3 

61+ • .5 8.92 x 10-3 

74.6 8.07 x 10-3 

Q == quanttty of \'Iatel~ flowing through soll 

in time t. 

L :::;: length of soil sample. 

h =: cons't:;:mt-head difference. 

A ::::: cross-f.wctional aret:t of fJoil sample. 

K :;~ perm€H1.bility coefflcient. in rnrn/sec&. 

Although there is some variation in the value of K. 

the order of magni tude is slmilar in each 'test. ~ul.d for 

the purposes of th1-8 StudY9 would appear to 8uffiol.ently 

accurate. 

t; 

I 
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